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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

The following report is intended to serve

two purposes:

(a) to be of practical value to the

Government of Saskatchewan as a

policy paper in the area of

residential- heatirgr and

(b) to be used as a practicum (practical

research report) in order to satisfy
partíal requirements for the authorr s

attainment of the degree of Master of

Natural Resource Management at the

Natural Resource Institute, University

of Manitoba.

It is to be emphasized that the views expressed

herein will be that of the author alone and. will not

necessarily reflect the views of the Governrnent of

Saskatchewan or any of its agencies.
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ABSTRACT

The practicum analyzes the I976 residential

space heating market in Saskatchewan, Projects

economic and social consequences of retaining the

current provincial government policies which influence

heating fuel allocation and conservation ín Saskatchewan,

and discusses a number of feasible alternative policies.

It is pointed out that significant fuel choice

and conservation decisions will have to be made in the

near future by both the ind.ividual consumer of heatíng

fuel and by governments at all levels due, in most

part., to expected real price increases and potentÍal

short-term discontinuities in supply of all conventional

energy sources.

Saskatchewan's relatively cold climate and'

widely-distributed rural population emphasize the

importance of efficient and equitable allocation, as

well as conservative use, of heating fue1s. Further-

more, consideration should be given to saving some fuels

Iike petroleum products for a future use such as in

agriculture (which is of central importance to the

provincial economy)
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There are' however, considerable problems to

be faced. in policy formulation in this area' Ïn

planning for an eff.i.cient and equitable allocation

of heating fuel in Saskatchervan, the problem of

rapidly increasing costs of incremental generation,

transmission and distributionr âs well as upgrading

current energy delivery systems, must be kept in mind.

In addition, the conservation component of a resid'ential

heating policy must cope rvith the fact that a high

proportion of saskatchewan residences are single

detached (and therefore less energy efficient) ' the

fact that both existing and incremental residences have

much less than optimum insulation levels, and the fact

that the housing market does not attach economically

justified values to heating efficiency of houses for

sale.

To cope rvith some of the above complexities,

the practicum breaks residential space heating policy

into two major components: heating fuel allocatíon and

heating fuel conservation. Typical heating expenditures

of the home owner and methods available for cutting

operating costs are analyzeð.. This is followed by a

discussion of overall residential heating fuel opportunity

costs, âs well as fuel use efficiency of the existing

housing stock and incremental housing. A projection of

future market shares of various heating iuets and fuel

fv



conservation given present policies is finally used

as a base for discussion of feasible alternative

policíes which could be adopted by the Government

of Saskatchewan.

Policy alternatives are assessed both in terms

of their economic efficiency and their effect upon

income of consumers in various parts of the residential

heatingfuelmarket.Environmentalandtechnical

feasibility are also discussed where consideration

ofsuchmatterswillbeanimportantpartofmakinga

decision on a particular policy alternative. The author

admits that his efforts represent only a portion of the

required policy analysis in this complex area; clearly'

more d.etailed analysis of feasible alternatives is

necessary before a decision can be made'
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CHAPTER T

]NTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM OF

RESIDENTIAL HEATING fN SASKATCHEWAN

1.1 I{hy RgsiÊen}i?l_ Heating Policy is A Concern
in Saskatchewan

The heating of a residence is an essential

service in a climate such as that of Saskatchewan.

Essential services, whether they be related to the

provision of food, shelter or health care, are matters

which are occasionally taken for granted in the public

mind; this was the situation of residential heating

until at least L975 and, for most parts of Canad.a at

the present time, continues to be the situation.

Unfortunately, homeowners have not been sufficiently

concerned. about the types of heating systems which have

been Ínstalled and. the energy conservation features of
their residences. Low capital cost has been a much

more marketable feature than has future savings in

energy bilIs; decisions are often left to the house

builder to select heating fuels and systems. Governments

have also been slow to act in the area of.. residential

heating, and it is st.ill possible in many oarts of

Canada to build a home without any insulation whatsoever.

I
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Nevertheless, there are signs that changes wil-I occur

in the future. Heating fuels are part of the energy

supplies which have been brought to prominence in public
discussions, as part of the so-called "energy crisis".

Beginning with the OPEC embargo resulting from

the Middle East War of 1973, there has been much concern

voiced over the continued supply of energy fuels and the

ability of consumers to afford future fuel price

increases. Hov¡everr âs across-the-board prices of fuel
continue to rise, the benefits of a successful energy

conservation program also increase - this accounts for
the general interest in conservation shown by federal

and provincial governments over the past ferv years.

In addition to general price increases affectÍng
all fuels, there has also been a change in the relative
market prices of fueIs, particularly in the case of

petroleum products compared to other fuels. Further

changes in relative prices and in consumer demand for
the various fuels can also be expected ín the future.

Consequently, another important rol-e of government is
to ensure that there ís a satisfactory allocation of
energy fuels in the market ("allocation" as it is used

here means roughly the total market share.- of a fuel
consumed in end uses). Governments should Iogically

concern themselves with the environmental and social

disruptions which might result frorn the way in which

fuels are allocated, while at the same time they should
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seektheoptimumwherefuelsareallocated'totheir

most economically productive purposes'

Although Saskatchewan is fortunate in having

significant reserves of energy fuels including oil'

gas, hydro, uranium, and coal, important decisions are

required to ensure that residential heaLing does not

become a serious social and economic problem in the

future. some of the reasons that the author feels that

there should be consideration ín the near future of a

residential heating policy (which v¡il1 be elaborated

in more detail in later chapters) are:

(a) low-cost energy reserves are d'iminishing

and the incremental costs of providing

new units of energy (by domestic iroduction

or by importing) are greatly in excess of

the average costs of providing units from

older established reserves;

(b) there should be some consideration of

reserving fuels for fut'ure allocation to

uses where their premium qualities (values

not recognized by current pricing) are used

mostproductivety(i.e.'reservingpetroleum
products for agriculture' transportation'

and some industrial uses);

(c) since Saskatchewan wishes tå pur="" t

program of rural revitatization' the

province nust consider the consequences
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of possible future increases in space

heating costs in rural, northern' and'

small urban locations, especially in the

case of residents who have lower than

average incomes;

(d) at the present time, sufficient measures

do not appear to be taken to conserve on

heating fuels even though these measures

are economicallY justified;

(e) a high proportion of total dwellings

constructed in Saskatchewan have tended

to be single detached buildings and which

therefore require more heating fuel than

do multiple unit dwellings with the same

liveable area; and

(f) Saskatchewan's relatively dispersed rural

population requires elaborate and expensive

energy deliverY sYstems'

L.2

The major objective of this report' is to analyze

someofthenumerousfactorswhichcanenterintoglovern-

ment decision-making in the area of resídential heating

andtoisolatefeasiblepoticyalternatives.Thefocal
pointsofthediscussionwillbetwoconcepts_allocation

and conservation the crucial policy issues at the

presenttime(conceptswhichwillbedefinedindetail

ective, Scope and Methodology-of This Report
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later on in this chapter and which, in fact, are

interrelated). Following an analysis of L976 market

allocation of heating fuels and potential for

conservation, the author considers likely market

allocation and fuel consumption levels in the short-

term future, assuming that no significant policy change

occurs in this area. The stage is then set for a

discussion of allocation and. conservation policies whích

are feasible alternatives and which result in different

economic and social consequences-

Throughout the report an attempt is made to

analyze hitherto unassembled data and opinions which

are available in literature, and v¡ithin government

offices and universities, ín order to outline a number

of options which are open Lo the government in residentíal

heating.

Residential space heating rvill be the only topic

consiclered in any detail. Although fuels used for water

heating, cooling, and air cond.itioning in the residence

are, in some cases, the same as those used for space

heating, time constraints did. not permit an in-depth

dÍscussion of these topics. However, many of the general

principles of allocation (and, to a more limited extent,

conservation) discussed in this report will also be

applicable to these other end uses of "n"tny in the

residence.
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The principles d'iscussed here rvill also have

some applicaÌ:ility to the commercial and. industrial

sectors. Nevertheless, a note of caution must be

sounded when applying these principles since heat loads

have greater variation in industrial and commercial

buildings than in residential units. The solutions

which are apOropriate for meeting future requirements

in such cases might also be considerably different -

for example, it may be much more economically advantageous

to use heat pumps in buildings with very heterogeneous

heat l0ads than it is in residences where heat 10ads

are more evenlY distributed.

Most types of residential heating fuels and

systems now in operation ivill be discussed in the report.

A number of heating methods which are not in common use

at present, but which show potential for making an impact

on the residential heating market up to 1990, will also

be discussed.

The report is intended to be an interdisciplinary

effort. Policies which are suggested are implicitly

subject to economic, social, environmental, technical,

administrative, and political feasibility criteria'

1.3 Definitions of "Al-location" and "Ener Conservation"

Although a this report,

two concePts are of

discussed here that

glossary is aopended 'to

such importance to the

their clefinitions must

rnatter

appear at
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this early stage of the work. When concepts become

the subject of widespread controversy, the key terms

in such cases show evidence of having multiple and.

confusing varieties of definitions when these terms

are used. Such is the case with "allocation" and

"energy conservation", and it is necessary to forestal-l

as much misunderstanding as possible by providing

operational definitions.

"A1location" is commonly used in two important

senses short-term and long-term allocation. Short-

term allocation basically means administrative rationing

of a fuel in the event of an emergency shortage of a

limited Lime duration. A policy for dealing with

emergency shortages might include such matters as the

establishment of an allocation board, identification of

users where disruption of fuel supply means the

discontinuation of essential public services, consideration

of fuel storage capability, and provision for fuel

substitution in the case of large users. PueI oricing,

subsidies, and taxation are not normally the strategies

which are incl-uded in a short-term allocation policy.

This report will not be concerned with the topic of

short-term allocation

I{hen the term "allocation" is used in this

report, the meaning which is intended is long-term

allocation. fn this paper "allocation" will mean the

proportionate consumption and geographical distribution
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of heating fuels consumed in Saskat.chewan residences.

Fuel allocation is, however, the result of a process -
the process of allocating fuel-s can either rely on a

long-term equilibrium achieved. in a marketr¡lace

("market share" or "market allocation" ) or else it can

be determined by direct or ind.irect giovernment alrocation
("policy allocation" or "regulatory allocation") . policy

tools such as prices, taxes, subsidies, lawsr or direct
methods of distribution might be used by a government to
influence the shares of various heating fuels which go

to particular residential customers.

Some of the questions rvhich need to be raised

in the formulation of a resid.ential heating fuel
allocation poticy are:

(a) What opportunity costs, security of supply

characteristics, BTU efficiencies
províncial economic impacts, environmental

impacts, and administrative feasibilities
are there if a particular fuel is to maintain

a major share of the resídential heating

market over a long-term period?

(b) Should resid.ential heating fuet allocation
involve separate consideration for different
parts of the resid.ential- freaiing fuel market

(i.e., new versus existing iesidences, urban

versus rural residences, residences close to

pipelines or najor highways versus more distant

residences ) t
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(c) lVhat is the impact on annual income of

space heating costs on lorver-than-average

income consumers' given a particular

heating fuel?
t'Energy conservation" is subject Lo a large

number of definitions. The following is a range of

possibilities for conserving resident.ial heating fuels

although only (d) to (g) are directly relevant to this

report:
(a) decreasing the amount of energy inputs

consumed in getting energy resources used

for space heating out of the ground';

(b) improving the output-input efficiency of

converting energy during refining or

generating;

(c) improving the efficiency of transmíssion

and distribution;
(d) improving the efficiency of the burner

(in the conversion to usable residence

heat energy);

(e) improving the system efficiency of the

residence (by insulating, weatherstrippíng,

architectural design features, orientation,

etc.);
(f) ceasing to use heat in the home where it

is not. required (i.e., the decision not to

heat certain rooms); and
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(g) lessening the overall amount of heat energy

which is required (i.e., by lowering the

thermostaL several degrees) .1

It should be noted. that one of the measures

which is sometimes (perhaps mistakenly) referred to as

energy conservation is missing from this list - the

substitution of abundant or rene\^rable forms of energy

for scarce fossit fuels. The assumpLion that is taken

by the author is that if energy demand. for a particular
job (in BTU's) ís the same for, one fuel as for another,

then energy conservation cannot be said to be the result
when substitution takes place, regardless of the fuels

.2r-n quesEl_on.

There is an important relationship between the

concepts of fuel allocation and energy conservation as

they are defined here. There are several reasons why a

decision to allocate an energy fuel should not be made

simply on the basis of established and. potential reserves

of the energy source and the requirements for energy in

1 The idea of using functional definitions such
as these for energy conservation occurred to the author
after reading a memo on resource utilization efficiency
written by Dennis Rogoza of the Energy Secretariat,
Department of Mineral Resources, Government of
Saskatchewan

2 This is similar to the view of. the National
Energy Board who argue that "decreases in the demand
for petroleum products due to the substitution of other
forms of energy could not be classified as conservation".
National Energl' Board, Canadian Oil: Supply and
Requirements (Ottawa, September, 1975), p. 35.
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various sectors. One reason is that there is often a

greater marginal economic value resulting from the use

of a fuel in one market rather than another. For

example, a greater dollar value of production may be

the result from the allocation of a gallon of oil away

from space heating applications to use in agricultural
production in Saskatchewan. The second reason why fuel
allocation should not depend simply upon quantities of

reserves is that d.ifferent fuels have d.ífferent

efficiencies which are technically attainable at each

stage of the delivery process from primary production

to the provision of heat energy in the residence. For

example, it may require 4 BTU's of coal to províde 1 BTU

of usable heat energy through electric resistance heaters

in the residence. On the other hand, Iess than 2 BTUrs

of natural gas may be required to provide I BTU of usable

residence heat.3 The d.ecision to conserve energy (ímprove

efficiencies as in (a) to (g) above) means that fewer

reserves are required to supply the same amount of
delivered heat.

Efficiency improvement in the residence can be

induced by a number of measures such as a building code

or by legislation. A significant conservation incentive

is also provided by pricing because therg is a level of

3 ,h.
in succeeding
are considered

author will discuss this
chapters when the various
in much more detail.

topic further
heating fuels
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investment in insulation and i-n other measures to

conserve resid.ence energy which is optimal with a

given future path of fuel pricing. The optimal

investment in conservation for the consumer is equal

to the cumulative present worth of future savíngs on

utility bitts attributabl-e to this investment at an

appropríate rate of interest.

In conclusion, conservation and allocatíon are

integral parts of a residential heating policy.

Allocation is not only dependent upon market require-

ments and the availability of supply, but it. is also

dependent upon the efficiencies which can be achieved

between the resource in its rav/ state and when it is

used as a final product.4 Pricing is also an important

aspect of a residential heating policy since it relates

to the demand for reserves, investment capability in

reserve add.itions and new sources of energy, and also

to the optimal leve1 of investment in conservation.

^̂  This is not
are envíronmental and
allocation policies as

to d.iscount the fact that there
social consequences of alternative

rve 11



CHAPTER II

COST TO THE CONSU},ÍER OF HEATING AI{D THE

POTENTIAL FOR CO}.]SERVATION OF HEATING

FUEL IVTTHIN THE RES]DEiVCE

2.I Consumer Decisíons About ]{eating
Fuel choices differ in the case rvhere the

consumerî is in the process ,of having a new house

constructed as compared to when he is already the

o\^rrrêr of an existing house. From a technological

perspective or from an overall society vievrooint, fuel

choices are greater when a house is being planned than

when ít is already constructed. Nevertheless, it vzas

often the situation until the last few years that a

person had been able to exercise only a very limited

range of choice since, in the rnajority of such cases'

decisions had already been made by the builder or

cleveloper. By L976, hov¡ever, it appearecl that

communication links between the house ovrner and the

buíIder had been strengthenecl and. that consumers were

able to exercise a greater influence on fuel installatíon

decisions in new residences. ïn addition to fuel

choice, there are also decisions ivhich fr.rr" to be made

about the type of heating system Lo be installed (i.e.,

13
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forced air, radiant, hydronic). Again, providing

the builder has not already nade the decision, there

are also options concerning the amount of insulation,

weatherstripping and ventilation to be installed.

Different architectural features, such as the orientation

of the residence and the amount and locatíon of window

space, will also affect the arnount of energy required

for heating. All of the above decisions will have an

impact on the costs of heating the residence.

The or^¡ner of an existing house also has guite

a large number of options available to reduce his space

heating costs. Ifhere these costs are very high, he

might decide to retrofit his house with a different

heating fuel rvhen alternative fuels exist which have

considerable cost advant.ages. This decision to use a

different. fuel rnust normally be based. urron the exÐec-

tation that the cumulative present value of future

fuel cost savings at an aporopriate rate of interest

exceeds the incremental costs of installation of new

1equipment.' A simil-ar econo¡nic relationship applies

to the decision to change the heating system in the

residence even though the sarne heating fuel- is used
1_*In calculating this, the analvst would also

have to consider the age of the existing heatíng system.
If, for example, the heating system ruas 10 years old
and had an expected deoreciation period of "16 years,
the cost of investing in a different system now rather
than in 6 years time lvould have to be comoared to
operating cost savings over the 6 Irears (al-I in present
value terms).
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(for example, in changing from baseboard heaters to
a heat pump). The ov/ner of an existing residence can

also choose to retrofit the insulation levels or to
cut down on heat 1oss through infiltration. There is,
however, a significant added cost of several hundreds

of dollars associated with retrofittingr particularly
when it comes to blowing insulation in waIls. Fina1ly,

the existing homeowner can cut his fuel bills by turning
dolvn hís thermostat to a lower setting within the range

of comfort, by properly maintaining heating equipment,

and by not heating areas where heaL is not required.

Up to this point the author has been describing

some of the economic cost considerations v¡hich can

influence the consumer's decj-sion-making about his
resid.ence. In practice, economic cost analysis cannot

in itself explain the actual behaviour of Saskatchewan

consumers in regard to heating fuel choices and conser-

vation measures in the residence. As in many other

circumstances where economic t.heory is examíned from an

empirical perspective, there appears to be imperfections

in the market which qualify the use of the theory as an

ultimate expranation. some of the reasons why consumers

have not based their decisions about the type of fuel to
be used and. the amount of investment ín conservation on

lowest. economic cost (determined by initial costs plus

discounted future operating costs) are:
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(a) many residences are built according to

the minimum standards set out in a

Building Code (where applicable) or

according to the minimum standards for

receiving a mortgage and these stand.ards

are not based on lowest economic cost

considerations;

(b) various heating fuels or systems are

preferred because of comfort, cleanliness

or ease of operation rather than lowest

cost;

(c) some consumers choose a particular type of

fuel because of future expectations

regarding security of supply;

(d) fuel choice is limited in some areas of the

province (most notably where the community

is not part of the gas system);

(e) in many cases consumers leave the d.ecision

about heating fuel or heating systems to

the builder of the house;

(f) long-term heating bill savings are not seen

as sufficient compensation for the present

investment in a more expensive heating

system or conservation *"a=rr-t"=,

particularly when basic frorr=ing prices are

so large as at present (i.e., people discount

irrationally sometimes) .



one would expect that the cost of fuel relative

to the size of the consumer's total budget would play a

significant rofe in influencing the type of investment

he makes in regard to heating. As 1on9 as the price of

fuel remains low relative to other prices, a heating

decision, such as that to invest in more insulation,

declines in importance when compared to other economic

d.ecisions. From Lg64 to Ig74 in Saskatchewan, the price

of a kwh of electricity in 1961 prices declined while

the consumer price index v¡as increasing in Saskatche\¡7an'

The price of an McI'of natural gas remained relatively

constant in 196r dollars over the same period of time-2

In Lg74, S,P.C. undertook a survey of new ínstallations

where either oil, electricity or propane was selected as
')

the energy Source.t One of the results was that only one

out of two individuals checked into the possibility of

installing an alternate heating system before actual

ínstallation. In spite of the fact that propane appeared

to be the highest priced fuel in the target group studied

in the Lg74 survey, 9I0 (61'Pó) out of 1,315 new installations

\^Iere propane (natural gas was not included in the survey

and., in fact, \^7as 1ikely not an available option for these

2 Saskatchewan Power Corporationr" Annua1
Report for 1975.

3 Ĝ. J.
System, S. P. C. ,
in Saskatchewan

Seel, Business Division of the Electric
Heating Survey-: 1974-Egating Installations
(Regina, November, L9 l5) -
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consumers). During the most recent year (L974) where

data on heating decisions are available, therefore, the

evidence appears to point to the fact that the economics

of heatíng (lowest cost) was not necessarily the major

factor ín selecting the type of heating fuel in new

residences where natural gas was not available. Since

L974, energy prices have risen and the picture may now

be somewhat different.

2.2 Compar?tive Costs of Heating a Residence Using
Different Fuel-s

At this point it is useful to examine some

illustrative space heating costs in Saskatchewan where

different fuels lvere used in residences with the same

characteristics. The example chosen involves average

size new residences (I,200 square feet) l-ocated in the
A

Regina rural (non-farm) area.= Results are shorvn in
Table 1. It should be noted at the outset that prices

and consumption levels appearing in Table 1 are averages

which may not be applicable to ind.ividual circumstances.

Electricity is priced at the run-off rate since it is
assumed that the lower stages of the declining block

tariff would be used up by appliances other than the

'̂ A rural location was chosen because recent
statistical price surveys of heating fuels by S.P.C.
were available only for these areas.
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electric furnace or baseboard heaters.

assumptions used in the derivation of

found in Appendix B.

5 Ad.ditional

Table 1 may be

Tab1e I shows that, in the Regina rural area,

propane is the highest cost heating fuel while natural

gas is, by a considerable margin, the lowest cost heating

fuel. Oi1 and electricity heating costs have been

merging in recent months, although any comparisons must

bear in mind. the efficiency of utilization of heat energy

within the residence (efficiency of utilization =

efficiency of heating unit - heat l-oss up the chimney) .

Íf, for example, September I, L976, fuel prices are used

and a 100% end-use efficiency of electric heat (baseboard

heaters) is compared to an oil heating system opera'ting

at a 50? efficiency of utilization, electric heating

costs are s1íght1y lower than oí1 heating costs. On

the other hand, if a new, more efficient, oil furnace is

assumed. and the resulting overall efficÍency of utilization

E
' Several persons have expressed to the author

their disagreement v¡ith this way of calculating
electricity prices insofar as heating is concerned. The
argument is that average costs rather than run-off rates
should be used, since only in this way can one giet an
idea of the portion of the Lotal electricÍty bill for
which eÌectric heating is responsible. Under these
circumstances, electricity prices would be roughly z+/kwln
in March, 1976, and z.zç/kwln in September-, L976. The
author disagrees with this point of view since he believes
that a consumer's decision to choose electric heating will
be based on marginal costs (i.e., invoJ-ves Lhe addition
of further kwhrs to his current leve1 of kl{h consumption
and which, therefore, should be priced at the run-off
level).
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within the residence is 60? or 70ea, the annual oil
heating bill is lower than that for etectricity at
present day fuel prices. However, since it is expected

that the prices of petroleum products will increase at
a faster rate than electricity prices in the future,
oil heating will soon become more expensive than

electric heating for a consumer in the Regina rural
area.
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consumption will remain constant even though fuel prices are higher.

(2) See Appendíx B for a comment on efficieney of heat energy utilization
in the residence.
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2.3 Effect of Geographical Location on Fuel Prices

While the cost of heating a L,200 square foot

residence in rural- Regina may not be an exceptional

budgetary item for an owner, the costs in the more

isolated rural locations and in the North can be

considerably higher. The reason for large cost

differentía1s are related to:
(a) lack of an option to choose the lowest

cost fuel (at present - natural gas);

(b) greater degree days;

(c) residences may not have as high a standard

of insulation (in rural areas where

residences tend to be older).

Using the S. P . C . price survey of Ivlarch 18 , L97 6 ,

the following annual cost d.ifferentials can be observed

in Table 2 for oil- and propane. The most extreme

northern l-ocalities where fuel prices and heating costs

are the highest in the province are not included in

this table.
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TABLE 2

HEATING FUEL COSTS OF A
FOOT RESTDENCE rN VARTOUS (I)
IN SASKATCT{EWAN, MARCH , L97 6

(6oz (602

ANNUAI SPACE
T,2OO SQUARE

RURAL LOCATTONS

Efficiency) Efficien

t0ûJESf PRICET

- oil
Propane -

MEAÄ/ PRICE:

4 0êlgatlon
3 5ërlgaIlon $398

ç446

$s50

38.2%

$563

$628

$7 40

31U

oil 42.8ë/gaLLon
Propane - 40.7 ê/ga1lon

HTGHEST PRTCEI

oil 45.9ë/gaLLon
Propane - 44 -Ië/gallon

% Differential in Annual
Cost (Lowest to Highest)

In Canada, it has been estimated that approximately

TOeo of the total energy used in the residence is for the

purpose of space heating.6 rn saskatchewan' space heating

may very well account for 752 to 80% of residence energy

consumption since there are greater degree days and because

appliance saturation is not quite as high in saskatchewan

(1) Source: Saskatchewan Power CorPoration"

2-4

6 ,h. 7oz figure is from Housing and
Develooment Association of Canada (HUDAC), ê

Urban
Builder' s

rative Energy Use vtrithin the Residence

Guide 
-to Energy Conservalion (I97 6) , p' 3 '
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as in provinces such as Ontario and British Columbia.

To put the energy consumpèion of the heating system into
perspectì.ve, Table 3 has been provided. Thís table

compares energy consumption by an efectric heating

system for one year for the J-r200 square foot residence

used as an example previously (ín 2.2) with the average

annual electricity consumption of various appLiances in
the residence. Since el-ectricity is assumed to be 100U

efficient at poÍnt of use, 29,250 kI^Ih annual consumption

can be considered the l-orvest amount of energy (in BTU's)

that rvould be consumed. for space heating in this type of
residence during an average year.

TABLE 3

ANNUA¡ AVERÃGE KWh CONSU}4PTION
OF HEATTNG SYSTEM AND OTHER APPL]ANCES

(1)

stimat

App I ianc e

Annual Comparison to
Consuniption Space Heating

in kWh Consumption

Electric Heating System
Electric Water Heater
Electric Stove
Freezer (l-4 cubic feet)
Clothes Dryer
Refrigerator (i-2 cubic feet)
Air Conditioner (1,000 BTU)

TV (color - solid state)
Dehumidi f ier

29 ,250
4, 000

1,200
L,200

900

850

500

450

400

1. 00

.14

.04

.04

.03

. o3

.02

.02

. U-L

(1) Appliance consumptions are from the
Energy, Mines and Resources, Canada,
Energy and.Money in The Home (March,

Department of
100 i{ays to Save
!975), pp, 96-97.
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2.5 Typical Consumer Expenditures on Heating Fuels

Figure I illustrates the significance of consumer

expenditures on the various heating fuel-s in relation to

the annual income of the head of the family. Regina

rural region fuel prices at September 1, 1976, have been

used. Heating loads are typical of new single detached

dwellings, although the size of the dwelling has been

related to income level (for details of Lhe calculations

and. a list of assumptions, see Appendix B).

Residential space heating in the cities and larger

towns of Saskatchewan is predominately done by natural

gas at the present time. For the most part, only 22 to

3Z of income must be devoted to purchases of natural gas

for space heating per year. For the lower income consumers

in rural areas, annual expenditures on oil and propane are

generalty more than 42 of income and can, in fact,

approach 7eo of income in the case of propane. At present

prices of elect.ricity, consumers in rural areas would be

required to have an income of nearllz $10r000 in order to

spend less than 5Z of income on space heating operating

costs ín residences with heat loads as have been assumed

here.
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FIGURE 1
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2.6 Future Space Heating Costs: 2 Price Scenarios for
Natural Gas

Expenditures on fuel are only part of the costs

of space heating. Included in total space heating costs

are the annual fuel costs, the amortized capital cost of

the heating system, as well as that part of the electrical-

bill associated with ventilation (including the furnace fan)

Illustrative total heating costs for new resídences

at varj.ous owner incorne levels are calculated ín Appendix B.

The most common and lowest cost fuel. natural gâs, is
used in this example. If it is assumed that the price

of natural gas will increase at a greater rate than the

average inflation rate and real increases in income, then

larger proportions of the consumert s income will go toward.s

space heatíng as the years go Ay.1 Figures 2 and 3 show

the increase in the percentage of the family head income

(in L976 dollars) which v¡ill be used for the total cost

of space heating in a new residence (d.escribed in

Appendix B) assuming that the real price of natural gas

will rise at an annual rate of either 2Z or 6Z per year to

1990. In this analysis it is also assumed that maintenance

and ventilation costs will stay constant in Ig76 dolIars.8

1' Many income sensitivity studies assume a real
increase in fùture income. Howeîer, income is kept con-
stant in 1976 dollars here because the analysis is
concerned with low or fixed income consumers who live in
existing Saskatchewan residences and who will be nrost
affected by fuel price increases in the future.

o" FueI price increases rvill be considered in
more detail in Chapter 4.
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FIGURE 3
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In the case of the lower income levels there is
a point (perhaps between 3Z and 5ró ) beltond which the

consumer will find heating costs to be a very major

budgetary consideration. It will then be exceedingly

importanL for the consumer to cut costs by improving the

heating efficiency of the residence or (in the more

extreme circumstance) by moving to a residence where

costs are lower. A consumer with a L976 income of

$10,000 would be d.evoting 4Z of his income to space

heating by the year L9B2 if he were in a similar situation

to the illustrative consumer described in Figure 2 where

the real price of naLural gas íncreases at a rate of 2eo.

If the real price of natural gas were to increase at a

rate of 6Z as in Figure 3, hor,rrever, the $10,000 Íncome

consumer would be spending 4z of his income on space

heating by 1978 and 5Z before L}BA. ïf we had not been

considering the lowest cost fuel (natural gas), the

consumer might contemplate retrofitting his residence

with a different type of heating fuel as his costs rise,

provided. that the discounted value of future cost savings

resulting from the use of the new fuel are expected. to be

greater than the current costs of installÍng the new

heating system.

2.7 Means of Cutting Costs

increasing space

decide to take

Faced

heating costs,

with future prospects of

the residence owner may
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some measures to conserve on fuel requirements. Here

are some of the more important steps that can be taken

in most resi-dences:

(a) add insulation to the ceiling, exterior

walls and basement walls to increase

thermal resistance;

install storm windows and doors or put in

double or triple glazed wind.ows to increase

thermal resistance;

(c) weatherstrip and. caulk doors and wíndows

to reduce heat loss through infiltratíon;
(d) reduce the number of air changes in the

residence (approach the minimum acceptable

Ievel);
(e) set the thermostat at a lower average

Lemperature for day and night; and

(f) arrange not to heat rooms during that part

of the day when heat is not required.

While there is normally no economic cost

associated with steps (e) and (f) ' steps (a) to (d)

can involve investment by the homeowner which should

be assessed against the benefits to be achieved. Some

of these benefits and costs will be considered in more

(b)

detail in the remainder of this chapter.
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2.8 Benefits From Insulating

How much heating fuel can be saved in a resid.ence

by increasing the amount of insulation in the ceilitg,

the exterior walls and along the portion of the basement

walls which is above ground level? Table 4 is an attempt

to provide a "before and after" comparison based on a

report by the Housing and Urban Devefopment Association
oof Canada' (HUDAC) involving a typical single-detached

11064 square foot living space house. The "before" house

has insulation which is basically typical of residences

constructed according to N.H.A. requirements before I975.

ït has combined resistance values for the walls, ceilings

and above grade basement walls of R10, RlO and R2-23'

respectively. The "after" house has the R values thaL

are recommended by HUDAC for walls, ceilings and above

grade basement walls of R31.25, R16.13 and R10.20- In

addition, the number of air changes per hour in the "after"

house is cut in half (to .25/hr. from .5/hr -) - The

heating load analysis in the HUDAC report has been

adopted to the degree day averages of the Regina rural

area. Details of the calculations are to be found in

Appendix B.

9 Hor=Írrg and Urban Development Association
Canada, A Builderrs Guide to Energy Conservation,
(Torontoñ

of



Before 1975 - Energy
Consumed (Natura1 Units)

Annual Heatíng Cost. with
Prices of September I'
L976 (ín $ for above)

HUDAC Recommended
Insulation - Energy
Consumed

Annua1 Heating Cost for
Above in $

3 Change in Fuel
Required and in Annual
Costs

TABLE 4

FUEL CONSUMPTTON AND COST FOR A
1,080 SQUARE FOOT (GROSS LIVEABLE AREA)

BUNGALOW TN THE REGTNA RURAL AREA

Natural

202.2 MCF

$33s.70 $644.31

1431. B gal "

100.8 MCF

$167. 33

7L3 " 5 gaI.

$321.08

2033 "2 gaI"

-50.22 -50.22

$833.60 $437.05

Blectric

1013 " 2 gal"

$41s.41

24,280.6 kwh

-50.22 -50.22

L2 | 09r.7 kwh

$217. 65

1

(,
UJ

I
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Table 4 d.emonstrates that annual fuel savings

of roughly 50% can be achieved in the typical residence

which has the greater amount of insulation. Depending

on the type of fuel used, the annual cost savings during

1976 would be anl.r,vhere from $f70 to $42A. As will be

demonstrated later, fuel cost savings are large compared

to the investment required to install more insulation

when the house is being built or to retrofit an existing

residence with additional insulation- This is

particularly so rvhen anticipated future fuel price

increases are taken into consideration-

Table 4 can be compared with some of the results

of a study done by the Manitoba Department of Public

Works where the fuel consumption of a house with insul-

ation level-s of R10 in the ceiling and R7 in the walIs

was compared to the same house with insulation levels of

R20 in the ceiling and R12 in the warl-=.l0 rn this case

it was found that 362 less heating fuet would be required

over a year because heat loss was reduced after adding

more insulation. The changes in the thermal resistances

of the ceitings and rvalls were not as great in the houses

studied by the Manitoba Department of Public Works as they

were in the houses studied by HUDAC, however. In

addition, the rate of air change in the Þianitoba Depart-

10 an Enersv Analysis of a MHRC-4BR House,
(Researcfr e orks,
May, L974).
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ment of Public l^Iorks residence remained constant before

and after insulation was added while that of the HUDAC

residence was cut in half. For these reasons, fuel
savings were less in the residences studied in this
second example.

Under the most extreme changes in insulation,
the savings in annual heating fuel costs can be as high

as 702. This can occur in a 11200 square foot bungalow

where there are 10,800 degree days and a 100" temperature

difference and where initially there was no insulation
but afterrvards insulation leve1s tr'ere R36 in the ceíIirg,
R20 in the walls and R12 in the base*"rrt.1l

2.9 Choosing the Correct Amount of Insulatíon
In Chapter I it was stated that the optimal

amount of consumer ínvestment in insulation and other

energy conservation measures in the residence v¡as equal

to the cumulative present worth of future savings on

utility bills which is attributable to this investment

at an appropriate rate of interest. It is evident from

the previous section of this chapter that substantíal

savings will occur with the addition of more insulation,
but a decision needs to be made on just what amount of

insulation is optimal

11 Based on figures in D. J. Anderson, former
Business Manager, S.P.C. r' "Building Standards and
Energy Conservation", a paper presented to a seminar
on building standards, (Regina, llay 6, 1976) .
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following are some of the factors which need

in examining this problem:

present cost of insulation;

labour costs for installation plus costs

of any design changes in the strucLure to

facititate the installation of higher

insulation leve1s (í.e., 2" by 6" studs)12;

current fuel prices and. future estimated.

fuel price increases;

(d) rate of interest on investment (discount rate)

(e) Iength of payback period; and

(f) degree days of location

In a paper of January, 1976, Dr. D. G. Stephenson

of the National Research Councill3 outlines a formula

for determining optimal levels of thermal resisLance in
1¿.dwellings. t= In deriving the present worth factor to be

used in the formula, Dr. Stephenson assumes an annual

increase in the price of electricity of L2eo ¡ in part a

real increase and in part a result of the general

inflation rate on goods and services. He also assumes

12 The decision to put insul-ation levels higher
than R15 in the walls involves either the use of 2" by 6"
studs in new residences or the aLtachment of plastic
sheathing on the wall exterior of older houses.

't?-LJ D. G. Stephenson, Division of Building Research,
National Research Council of Canada, "Determining the
Optimum Thermal Resistance for Wall-s and Roofs", (Ottawa,
National Research Council of Canada, January, I976) .

1¿̂z See Appendix B for the formula and details
of its apptication to the Regina rural area
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that the price of natural gas and heating oil will rise

at a slight.ly higher rate of 154 until it reaches the

price of electricity on a BTU equivalency basis, at which

time it will also increase at I2Z annually.

shows the results of an application of Dr.

formula to the Regina rural area.

TABLE 5

OPTTMUM THER¡4AL RESISTANCE LEVELS IN
THE REGTNA RURAL AREA (TNNN SPACE)

Table 5

Stephenson's

(1)

Natural Gas oil Propane Electricity

R (optimrm thermalopr
resistance level -
jnsulation + building
rnaterial)

% Increase Justified
over CI4HC Current ,^\
Standards for Ceilings t'']

R40. 68 R51.88 R60.73 R56.30

L36Z L76Z 156%B5?

(1) Free space means where incremental construction costs,
such as going to 2" by 6" studs' are not a factor
(rabIe 5 basically concerns ceiling insulatÍon).

(2) Assuming a current CMHC ceiling standard of R20
insulation plus R2 for building materials (the
R--- values are net figures which include buildingopt
materials) .

In moving towards larger thermal resistance in

walls, increased expenses result from hígher construct.ion

costs. Dr. Stephenson uses an added cost of Sê/square

foot in going from an RI2.5 to an RI5 wall and. an added

cost of 21ë/square foot in going from an R15 to an R20
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waIl. Therefore, if an R20 wall is justified the cost

per unit of R would Ue |$ = 3.3+ construction + 1.3êlR =

4.6ë. By substituting 4.6ë for 1.3ë in the formula used

for deriving Table 5 (see Appendix B), one can d.etermine

if the additional construction costs are justified in

the Regina rural area. The results¡ âs shown below,

indicate that the ad.d.ed investment of going to an R20

wall is justified.

Natural Gas Oil Prooane Electricitl¡

R30R - Wallsopt

In recent months there have been argiuments that
a more conservative posítion should be taken in regard

to selection of factors to be used in the above type of

calculation. HUDAC, for.*r*pl",15 uses a shorter pay-

back period for insulation investment (25 years instead

of 30 years) and a lower rate of interest on future fuel
price increases (a rate rvhich is identical to the interest

rate on insutation investment). Nevertheless, even with

these more conservatíve assumptions, Ropt for the Regína

rural area in free space would still be 32.2 for natural

gas at September I, J.976 prices. In a report done by

Scanada Consultants Ltd. for ct¿tlC16 a revision of

Dr. Stephenson's report was developed using more

15 ïn A Builder's Guide to Ener

P.22 R2B R32

Scanada Consultants Ltd.,
New Housing Guidelinês",

Conservation,

" Conservative
(Ottawa, June 16 ,

(Footnote I
16

Position on
Le76).
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conservative assumptions about every factor in the formula,

including a higher constructÍon price increment for wall-s

of 7ë/square foot in going from an R12.5 to an RI5 wall
and 34ë/square foot in going from an R15 to an R20 walL.LT

R^_- for natural gas would then be 29.4 in free space.opt
After the incremental wall costs of the Scanada report

are assumed, the construction of an R20 wall in the Regina

rural area is not justified when natural gas is used..

Nevertheless, the incremental cosLs of constructing an

RI5 wall would be justified for every fuel when these

conservative assumptions are used

2.I0 Effect of Variant.Design Types

Table 6 uses heat loss calculations of HUDAC

and applies them to the Regina rural area to give an

indication of fuel savings which can be achieved ín

residences possessing a similar amount of living space

but different design features.

Comparative fuel savings are slightly higher

when insulation levels of the various design types are

lower than those recoflrmended by HUDAC. With pre-1975

standarcls the fuel consumption ratios are Iz "722.57 for

the three design types id.entified above rather than

1:.812.64.

17 The method the author has used in this report
is also more conservative than Dr. Stephenson's method
in that an efficiency of ,60 for fossil fuel use is used
compared to the .75 ef ficiency usecl by Dr. Stephenson.
Scanada Consultants use .70.



TABLE 6

COMPARATTVE FUEL REQUTRE¡4ENTS AND
FOR DIFFERENT DI,\IELLINGS I^IITH 1,080

OF LTVEABLE AREA IN THE REGÏNA

AnnuaI MCFrs
Natural Gas

Annua1 Fuel
$ I " 66,/Mcr

Comparative
Costs Where

of Fuel Required -
(60? nfficiency)

Cost in $ at

FueI Consumption and
Bungalow : I

( 1) Flaving thermal
see Section 2.9

Bunqralow

HEATING COSTS
SQUARE FEET rl,t

RURAL AREA \+/

resistance as
and Appendix

100. B MCF

$167

I

Semi-Detached.

recommend.ed by HUDAC (for details
B).

81.3 MCF

$13s

. B1

Row House

64.6 MCF

$107

.64

I

,Þ
O

I
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2.II Effect of the Size of the Divell-ing

The amount of fuel used to heat a d,welling is

dependent upon its square footage. For bungalows in a

size range of 500 sqaure feet to 11 900 square feet with

R2B insulation in the ceilings, R12 ín the walls and R7

in the basement walIs, the annual increment in the

electricity required for heating is roughly 17,500 kvlh

or 6 million BTUrs for each additional 100 sguare feet

of -r"..f8 The increment in the annual heating fuel

bill of a consumer for each additional 100 square feet

of his residence above 500 square feet would then be

(approximately) :

Natural Gas OiI
(60? Efficiency) (60% EfficiencY)

$rz $27

Propane ElectricitY
(60% Efficiency) (I00% Efficiency)

$37 $32

2.12 Effect of Lowering the Thermostat

The stud.y carried out by the Research Branch of

the Manitoba Department of Public Ï'iorks on a Manitoba

Housing and Renewal Corporation 4-bedroom house indicated

that significant reductions in annual heating fuel

18 Derived from figures in Manitoba Hyd.ro,
Electric Heatinq: Application in Various Types of

,
pp. 4I-42. Heat loss calculations assumed that
DD = 10r700 and C (the constant or "experience
factor" ) = 1-4.
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requirements can be achieved when the consumer lowers

his thermostat. For each of the residences studied,

an annual reduction of 5. BA of heating fuel occurred

when the thermostat was lowered 4" F for the 16 hours

of the day and Bo F for the B hours of the night. The

annual fuel cost savings for the owner of a Ir200 square

foot. house in rural Regina which was described in Table I

of Section 2.2 míght then be as follows with the lower

thermostat setting (approximately) :

Natural Gas
(60% Efficiency)

$ra

Propane
(60? Efficiency)

$36

oir
(60? Efficiency)

ç26

Electricity
(100? Efficiency)'

$31

2.I3 Summary of Chapter II

This chapter has examined some typical costs of

heating in Saskatchewan residences and. analyzed the effect

of future space heating costs on consumer income. In

addition, there was an attempt to assess the impact of

heating fuel conservation measures in the resid.ence and

to consider the extent to which consumers can economically

justify investment in these measures at the present time.

It has not afways been the l-owest cost heating

fuel which has been selected for resídence installation

in Saskatchewan during recent years. Instead, consider-

ations of cleanliness, ease of operation and comfort have
,"-.-;1! 

:':.: :'';,'. :,' ;, :,¡,,...-

,./,t--'¿/
F/ít
Þr l

\':, )
tr,

'i- i
--:ì;._.-.,,,,. :.r 1, ..',,._ :

\,t
!.
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entered into consumer decisions. In fact, the type of

heating fuel installed in a residence has not been as

significant as many other optional design features when

the purchase is made. In practice, consumer choice has

been limited because it is often the house builder who

selects the heating fuel and heating system as weII as

the amount of insulation to be installed in the residence.

If consumers are to have a greater ability to exercise

their own preferences in determining conservation

features of new residences, it appears that their

preferences should either be reflected in building

standards or else the vehicles for communication between

the builder and the homeowner should be made more

effective in this regard.

Because the cost of heating a residence has not,

in the past, been a very large expense relative to the

consumer's total budget, there has not been a suffÍcient

incentive for the residence owner to invest in more

insulation and in other conservation measures. Further-

more, the degree to which a house conserves energy has noL

been a major selting point in the past (for instance,

the current fashion of fireplaces has nothing to do with

energy conservation and more often results in a net heat

loss up the chimney).

However, a change in consumer .aar"rrd" is likely

in the future. As the real price of all heating fuels

risesat rates which vary from fuel- to fue1, the questíons
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of which fuel should heat the residence and v¡hat features

the residence should require to allow for a reduction in

the heating load become very important.

At the present time natural gas is, by a

considerable margín, the lowest cost heating fuel in

the province. The cost of heating rvith either oil or

electricity are simila:: in many localities but many

people believe that electric heating will soon have

cost ad.vantages (at least in terms of operating costs) .

Propane is the most expensive of the common heating fuels

used in Saskat.chewan.

The percentage of income the consumer will have

to devote to space heating in the future is an indicator

of whether or not the decision to invest in a different

heating system or else in conservation measures will be

an important consideration for him. Even in the case of

the lowest cost fuel (natural gas) a consumer with a 1-976

income of $10,000 in a typical residence would have to

devote around 4Z of his income to space heating by 1978

and around 5Z of his income before 1984 if a real price

increase of natural gas of 6Z per year is assumed-

There are many ways heating fuel can be conserved.

in the residence, but increasing the arnount of insulat.ion

is the most important step" The example'sLudied in this

chapter shows that a 50å reduction in tt.f requirements

could result in a typical residence where pre-L975

insulatíon standards are upgraded to electric heating
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insulation standards. The analysis undertaken in this

chapter indicates that, in the Saskatchev/an climate,

ceiling insulation should be increased by anywhere from

B5Z to L75Z over the current C¡4HC standards, depending

upon the price of the installed fuel. A large increase

in walI insulation should also be undertaken and it.

appears tirat going to 2" by 6" stuCs in walls to aIlow

for increased insulation is econornically justified as a

buitding practice.

Although heat energy consumption can only be

regard.ed as one component of an overall housing policy

in the province, the considerable fuel saving ad.vantages

of multiple unit dwellings over single detached dwellings

should be kept in mind. The savings invol-ved can easíIy

be higher than 30% even though the same gross liveable

area is available for occupants of multiple units as

for single deLached dwellings.

Smaller dwellings mean further reductions in

the heating load of around 6 million BTUrs f,or each

100 square feet of area for a residence insulated to

current electric heating standards. This is a sizeable

reduction when it is consid.ered that the L,20 0 square

foot residence considered in this chapter (with less

insulation than that called for by etectlic heating

standards) has a heat load of roughly fOO *iffion BTU's.
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Finatly, if the consumer d.ecides to lorver his

thermostat he can achieve substantial cost savings.

If the thermostat is lowered by an average of 4o F

for 16 hours of day and Bo F for B hours of night,

annual heating fuel savings of 5Z to 6Z can result.



CHAPTER TTI

AN OVERVIEW OF HEATING FUEL

USE IN SASKATCHEWAN

3.1 },Iethod of giving an Overview of Heating Fuel Use

This chapter attempts to give, wíthin the time

available for un<lertaking this reportr âs complete a

picture as possible of the present day pattern of space

heating fuel use in Saskatchewan. A descríption such

as this is a necessary prerequisite to any discussíon

of future heating fuel trends or, indeed., of the

submission of any suggestions whatsoever as to feasible
alternatives for a giovernment residential heating policy.

The following are the components of the overvíew:

(a) historical growth comparisons between

consumption of heating fuel and. total
energy consumption;

(n) comparative consumption of heating fuels

among the provinces;

(c) nature of seasonal demand for heating fuels;
(d) principal heating fuels used in households;

(e) annual space heating installations for
various fuels;

47
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(f) geograÐhy of heating fuel use;

(g) heating equipment used.; and

(h) energy use feaLures of the current

housing stoclc

3.2 Growth of Heating FueI Use in Saskatchelan

A consíderable oroportion of total energi con-

sumed in Saskatchewan (roughly 2IZ during L974) was

accounted for by the residential s""Èot.1 Energy con-

sumed in residences, nevertheless, is a maior end-use and

probably B0% (see Chapter II) on average of urban and

rural residential consumotion is for sÐace heating.

The oroportion of fuels consumed for residential

space heating out of total energy consumntion and the mix

of fuels used to meet srrace heatinq requirements have

changed over time in Saskatchewan. Figure 4 compares the

consumption growth in BTU's of heating fuels to total

energy consumption in Saskatchevran between 1963 and Lgl4.2

Curves A to E v¡ere plotted by making the 1963 consumption

level equal to 100 for Lach fuel and b1r calculating the

relative annual consumption levels to I974.

l-Personal Communication: Peter Black, Energy
Secretariat, Saskatchewan Department of llineral Resources,
October ' 7976.

)"Not all energy fuels are included in the total
consumption curve since Saskatchewan daLa'on solne fuels
was not available. Hovrever, the excluded fuels (see
footnote 2 of Figure 4) amounted to only'3.9% of total
fuel consumotiõñ--(în .gTti's) in Saskatchev¡an during I973
according to Statistics Canada 57-207, Detailed Energy
Supply and Demand in Canada, .1973. Consequentl¡¿, Curve B

i-ly accurate representation
of the relative increase in Saskatchev¡an's total energy
consumption.
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' FIGURE 4

COMPARATÏVE RESIDENÎÏAL AND TOTAL

''t ENERGY FUEL CONSUIYIPTION IN t /
sASKATCIíE',ftAN, L963 - L97t+-H
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, Legend
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DxxxrxResidential kerosene and stove oii
þ-,-. Resident-ial lieht fuel oil (tF0)

Years
ISo..,t"" r Energ¡ Secretariat, Department. of Mineral

Resources, Governñént of Saskatchewan, "and the Saskatchewan
Porver Corporation.

2lncludes electricity, natural gas,. aviation turbo
fueL,-h;;;t iuel oil l-igñt fuel oi1, diesel fuel, kerosene
r"t"" gu=oiitt". Excludeã tne follorving end-use fuels:
cpal, coke, i,pcs, still gas' petroleum coke and aviation gas'

=""to"= )?/
and

(A+D+E)

\"t .*rrd_r*fÉr,

A ----Residential natural gas

B-fotal energy fuel consumption(all
C oôreTotal natural gas, lFO, kerosene

stove oil residential consumption

BTU's where
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Figure 4 presents two interesting trends v¡hich

should be commented upon here the first concerns total

energy consumption in all sectors as compared to space

heating fuel consumption in residences, while the second

concerns changes in relative shares of different types

of heating fuels within the residential sector.

Total energy consumption increased at a faster rate

than residential heating fuel consumption betr¿een 1963 and

1974. This is understandable èince the demand (in BTU's)

for residential heating fuels will not normalI1z change

very much in response to small changies ín the real price

of fuel. Only substantial changes in the stock of dwellings,

in new dwelling designs or in efficiencies of residence

heating fuel use can be expected to siqnífícantly affect

total residential heatinq fuel consum¡-:tion (and, âs wiIl

be shown later on, no radical changes in anlt of these

factors occurred in Saskatchev¡an between 1963 and 1974).

On the other hand, certain other tyoes of energy end. uses

have more price elasticitlr. In Chapter II it was noted

that the real price of electricitV and natural gas relative

to average price increases of goocl's and services in

Saskatchev¡an declined until L974. The fact that energy

use \^7as greater in industry, agriculture and business

relative to residences reflects both the growth of these

sectors in Saskatchewan and an increasinq use of energy

as an input over the period considered. In addition' ne\'¡

technology resulted in the introduction of more energy

intensive appliances such as color televisions and. frost-
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free refigerators. The acquisition of second family

cars as vlell as new autor:robiles, equipment and machinery

rvhich were fess efficient in gasoline use were also factors

which increased. energy consumption between 1963 and Lgl4.3

ft should also be noted that the relative increases

inenergyconsumptionofFigure4occurredoveraperiodof

t.ime when the saskatche\^¡an population varied considerably'

The province's Þopulation increased by 3'32 between 1961

and:966,droppedby3gobetweenLg66andL?TL,and.dropped.

by a further 2% between L¡T;- and Lg74.4 A closer examin-

ation wilt shorv that Saskatchewan's rural population was

decliningatarapidratewhiletheurbanpooulationwas

shovling moderate to substantial increases. For examPle,

ruralpopulationdeclinedbyT.6zbetween196land.lg66

andd.eclined.by10.6%bettveenLg66andlgTI.overthe

same two oeriods of time, the urban population increased

by L7.62 and 4.82, respectively' This rural-urban

population shift, together rvith cost advantages and the

spreading of the natural gas system Lo new communities

and subdivisíons, heln explain the rapid increase in the

residentialnaturalgasconsumptioncurveandthedecline

in kerosene and 1i9ht fuel- oil'

3Personal and business motor gasofine consumption
amounted to 35% of total refined petroleum consumption in
Saskatchewan ãuring Lg74 compared- Lo.26% -Curing 1963
(nnergy Secretarial, Departnent of l'{ineral Resources'
eovernment of SasJ<atchewan) '

4Saskatchewan Bureau of Statistics '1975).Econornic Review, l-975 (Regina'
Saskatche\{an
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Comparati ve He at i ns Fue I Con sumpt +94-êS9!g-lÞe
Province s

Each province relies on a different mix of

energy resources for meeting residential space heating

requirements. Figure 5 compares proportionate fuel use

(excluding diesel) in the d.omestic and farm classifi-

cation among saskatchewan, Manitoba, Alberta, British

columbia, ontario and canada overall for 1973. The

major portion of each of the listed fuels is normally

used for space heating. Electricity is an exception,

however, since it is normally used for residential

appliances other than a furnace and because the amount

of electric space heating varj-es from provínce to

province. In Saskatchewan' for example, only 2L9

residences were heated el-ectrically in L973 and on

farms roughly 45s. of electricity consumed was in the

farm yard rather than i¡:. the f arm residence. 5 Given

these limitations, the following points are notable in

regard Lo the proportionate fuel consumption by domestic

and farm in the provinces and Canada in 19732

(a) On a BllJ/capita basis, domestic and farm

total energy consumption in Saskatchewan

'was second only to Alberta during 1973 and

considerably above the national averagie'

5 s.P.c. estimates.
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FUEL USE BY DOMESTIC AND FARM IN CANADA AND SELECTED PROVINCES, 1973" I(by % of BTU's consumed)J
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(b) Saskatchewan was second only to Alberta

in its reliance on natural gas for meeting

domestic and farm energy demand. Natural

gas is mainly used for space heating but

lesser quantities are used for water

heating, cooking and drying clothes.
(c) Saskatchewan consumed. a higher proportion

of electricity than Alberta, but less than

Manitoba, British Co1umbia, ontario and.

Canada. Ontario and Manitoba have relied
more on electricity for space heating than

has Saskatchewan because of the hydro-

electric potential and the lack of natural

gas supplies in the former two provinces.

(d) Saskatchewan consumed a higher proportion

of kerosene than Manitoba, Alberta, British
Col-umbia, Ontario and Canada.

(e) Saskatche\{an consumed a hígher proportíon

of light fuel oil than Alberta, but less

than Manitoba, British Co1umbia, Ontario

and Canada.

(f) Saskatchewan consumed a hígher proportion

of liquid petroleum gases than Ontario, but

less than Manitoba, Alberta, British Columbia

and Canada.
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Saskatchervan consumed a slightly higher

proportion of coal than British Columbia

and Ontario, but less than Manitoba,

Alberta and Canada. Nevertheless, the

amount of end-use coal used for space

heating is so small as not to be significant

on an overall basis.

Using L973 as a point of comÞarison, one might

attempt a brief characterization of space heating fuel
use in the Saskatchewan domestic and farm sectors in
comparison with the rest of Canada based on (a) Lo (g)

above:

o d d,t^i:li:" 2i:ä i.Ii,^ úi "i ti:^i'"?^l'r rli"n 2 nt l' u t
pØ,I caytíta ba¿í¿ u)ítll a n¿Lianc¿ {son a
nctjonítq od it's Lfr(LcQ- !,tøa-tLng nøc¡uinøm¿ntl:
on na,tunctL ga^ whíclt L¿ ¿øcctnd onL-q to t\te-
nøLiane¿ o(¡ ALbe.nta dctn thíd putLlro^Q-.
Sn,sl¿ntc[tø0t)cln ha¿ a much gtøatøn than a-vQ-tL(LgQ-
ttøLLane¿ on lzøtto,sønø, bul u^Q.6 n Lottt¿tt
TrtLlrpotLtion od Light (uøL oíL tl,ta"n mo^t
ytnovincøt, . Sa¿l¿atcLtØu,)en c0n^umptLan od
!-ícauíd ,¡tøtttoLøurn g(L^ø^ i¿ aLgnLdieant
aLthough Lua tl,ta.n 0,va-rL(Lg¿ ívt Canadct. 0n
& eomytcttta-tiv ø ba'sit, Sall¿a"tc['LøNz,n n¿,síd¿ncøt
con^um¿ n Lou¡¿¡t tltan 1-vQ,)La-gQ. amounÍ. o $
øLøct¡ticítA.

3.4 Seasonal Demand for Space Heating FueI

Consumption in all end-use sectors varies on

a seasonal basis, with peak demands usually occurring

in December or January because of space heating require-

ments. Because some fuels are not used as extensively

for space heating as are others, they are not as
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responsive to seasonal variation. Figure 6. illustrates

this relationship for Saskatchewan and Canada during

L975 (by fuel sales) to all consumer classes. As can

be seen from the dÍagram, electricity is not as

responsive to seasonal demand as other fuels since it

is used for many other purposes than space heating. To

a lesser extent, this comment is also true of natural

gas. Sales of light fuel oi1'and stove oil (kerosene)

follow the monthly degree day pattern quite closely,

however. Seasonal variation in space heating demand

has implications for both the fuel delivery and system

and fuel storage capability.
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3.5 Heating FPel Use as Shown by Household Data

Rather than examining data on consumption levels,

usefulinformationonheatingfuelusecanbehadfrom

household data on principal heating fuels' The

StatisticsCanadahouseholdd'ataarederivedthrough

asurveywhereestimatesofthenumberofhouseholds

which consume heating oil, coal or wood (where supply

is from private dealers) are very approximate' With

theabovelimitationínmind'rFigureJdemonstratesthe

relativesignificanceonahouseholdbasisofthevarious

heating fuels from 1955 to Lg75 for both saskatchewan

and canada. canad.a has had a regular increase in the

use of heating oil (and other liquid fuels) for space

heating between 1955 and L975, and this remains the

predominate household heating fuel in the country' In

Saskatchewan, however, there has been a gradual decline

in the use of oil and other liquid fuels for space

heating(over4ozbetween].955and1975).BothCanada

in total and saskatchewan have shown dramatic increases

in the use of natural gas as a principal heating fuel

betweenlg55and.IgT5.Howeverrmorethantwo-thirds

of Saskatchevlan households were heated by natural gas

in]jTScomparedtoanamountoflessthanone-t.hirdin

the case of the Canadian total' The use of coal and wood

havedrasticallydeclinedinamountsproportionaLetothe

increase in natural gas use in saskatchewan and canada

overtheperiodcons.id'ered,accordingtoStatisticsCanada.
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Saskatchewan has not experienced a similar increase

in the use of electric space heating conpared to much

of the rest of Canada.

3. 6 Ner,v Space Heating Installations

Table 7 is an estimate of new residential

installations for various heating fuels ín Saskatchewan

from IgTo to 1975. This table is also an indicator of

the current popularity of certain heating fuels.

Natural gas installations have rapidly increased over

this períod of time. Heatíng oil installations have

decreased substantially, but propane installations have

had a considerable increase between I974 and 1975,

possibly due to the mobile home market where fuel choice

is very timited. rn L974 and 1975, electricity

installations have shorvn a rapid. increase such that

the number of electrically heated homes in the province

had more than tripled between L973 and L975



TABLE 7

NEW TNSTAILATIONS AND CONVERSIONS
SPACE HEAT]NG_IN SASKATCHEI{AN RESIDENCES, 1970 - 1975

Year

L970

197r

L972

L97 3

L97 4

L975

Naturar et= (1)

L ,867

5,260

5,855

6 ,65L

7 t295

9,090

(1) Source:

(2) Source: Saskatchewan Department of Labour, ånnuaI Report of The Fire

Heatin

Commissioner I I975-
9ouofthffipermits.foreachyearwasestimatedasthe
number of r"=iãã"Il"i-äif irïê-táilâtions for eäch .vear'

oir (2)

(3) Source: Gas Safety Unit, Saskatche\,van Department of Labour (number
of resid.eñtial inscectiqns -of new or converted gas heating
units -can include mobiJ-e nomes/ '

(4) Source: Busíness Branch of the Electric Division' S.P.C.
The total number of electrically heated residences \üas estimated
at 2L9 in L973.

594

384

295

323

252

159

Statistics Canad.a 55-002, Gas Utílitieq.

Pro ,r.(3)

1,698

1,591

L,253

1,455

1,508

2 t1g6

Electricit

Not

Not

Not

Not

available

available

available

available

110

436

(4)

I

Ol
lJ

I
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3.7 Geography of Heating FueI Use

An indication of space heating fuel geography

can be achieved by use of the census division estimates

of principal heating fuels in occupied saskatchewan

dwellings at the time of the L97L Census' The

following comments are based' on figure C-I of

Appendix c. Appendix c also discusses the reliabilíty

of the census estimates.

(a) Natural gas was used in more than 50U of

d.wellings in B out of 18 census d'ivisions.

Given the rapid increase in new gas

installations since I97L (see Section 3.6),

the proportion of residences using gas

would have had further substantial increases

since that time. As might be expected' the

geographic pattern of naLural gas use

closely follows the more dense urban

population distribution in the province

and the natural gas distribution =yst"*.6
(b) Heating oil and other liquid fuels (kerosene)

were used in more than 50? of dwellings Ín

three census divisÍons and were the dominant

fuels in a total of I out of 18 census

divisions in I|TL

6 A= can be seen by reference to J' Howard
Richards and K. I. Fung, The Atlas of saskatghewan^_
(saskatoon, university of sast<ãtchewan, L969) , pp.2B-29,
and Figure C-2 in APPendix C.
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(c) I{ood had a substantial use in the most

northerly census division (18) ' and was

also of some importance in other northern

census divisions. However, the proportion

of wood use as a príncipal heatíng fuel

will have decreased since I97I.
(d) Coal had some use as a principal heating

fuel in I97I, most notably in the Estevan

area.

There is a considerable difference between the

mix of heating fuels used. in farm and rural areas as

compared with the fuels used in urban centres.T According

to the 1971 Census, I32,490t of B9eo, out of 149'055 urban

dwellings had natural gas as their princípal heat.ing fuel.

The above percentage compares to 34e" of rural non-farm

homes heated by naLural gasr while less than 22 of farm

homes vsere heated by natural gas. While only 8% of

urban dwellings were heated by oil and other liquí¿ fue1s,

4gZ of rural non-farm and 7BZ of farm dwellingis were

heated by oil and other liquid fuels. Since L97Lr ês

has been mentioned earlier, the proportion of total

residential heating fuel requirements met by natural

7 rrblu c-a of
fol-lowing' comments.

Aopendix C is the basis for the
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and so some revisions of the above

f or Lg7 6.8

3.8 Heating Equipment

OnIy very limited information is available on

the heating equipment in use in Saskatchewan. According

to the 1971- Qensqç of Canada, occupied dwellings in the

province were heated. by the following types of equipment:

Steam or Hot
I{ater Furnace

(Hydronic)

26 , gg5

Stove or
Space
Heater Other

Hot Air
FurnaceTotal

267,6L0 191, B6o 42 t]-50 6,7L0

Urban dwellings were heated by roughly 772 hot aír

furnaces, 16e" hydronic systems and 5Z space heaters or

stoves. Rural ancl farm dwellings, on the other hand,

rvere 65e" heated by hot air furnaces and 302 heated by

space heaters or stoves.

The most recent estimate9 of heating equipment

in Saskatche\¡ran dwellings indicated. 44,000 steam or hot

water furnacest 2051000 hot air furnaces, and 19r000

B N"rrertheless, extension of natural gas to
rural non-farm and rural farm customers would not have
increased that much by 7976. By 1976¿ S.P.C. was no
longer extending natural gas service to additional
communities because of the cost of new extensions and
uncertainties about long-term availabitity of supply.
At the time of writing this report, however, new sub-
divisions in communities which were alre'ady part of the
natural gas system would be able to connect to the
system.

9 st.tistics Canada 64-202, gggg-ehglg
Facilities and Equipnent, April , L975.
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heating stoves. It is unlikely that the number of steam

or hot water furnaces would have increased so much since

Lg7I, however, so this estimate may not be very accurate.

3.9 Energy Use Features of the Saskatchewan Housing
Stock

From Chapter II it can be seen that heating

fuel requirements in a residence are related. to a large

number of factors including the residence size, the

design type (single or multiple unit), thermal resistance

of materials, infiltration rate, efficiency of the furnace,

weather, conservation habits, etc. In examining

resid.ential heating fuel use in Saskatchev¡an, therefore,

it is important to consider the qualities and location

of residences in add.ition to the quantÍties of residences

r^¡hich are in p]ace. The distance of residences from

transmission lines or fuel distribution centres is also

an important matter to consider, particularly where

interfuel substitution is contemplated.

Previous to 7940, many houses were constructed

in Saskatchewan without any waIl insulation. More

variability was exercised in regard to ceiling insulation.

Wood shavings were the most cofltmon insulating material

and these constituted an R value averaging around R7 to

R9. During the 1940's, wall insulatior, ú"gtt to be used

much more extensively and, once again, tood shavings

were the most conmon insulating material. Although

wood shavings had an adequate insul-ating value, they
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suffered from a number of faults, such as:

(a) they did not act as a fire deterrent;
(b) insects and verrnin were able to live in

them except when the shavings were treated

with a chemical such as silver nitrate
(which caused as many problems as it

solved); and

(c) wood chips tended to sag inside a wall-

leaving a gap of several inches near the

top of the stud space where the greatest

part of the heat could escape"

After 1950, mineral wool and glass fibre began

to take over the insulation market. The most common

wall insulation was a 2-inch glass fíbre batt wÍth a

potential R value of R6.5 to R7. In L975, construction

standards for financing under The National Housíng Act

were changed.. The resistance value of walls and ceilings
were, to some extent, made dependent upon the degree days

of the location where the residence would be located.

In the Regina area, for instance, the thermal resistance

values (including construction material of walls and

ceilings) are now 13.7 and L4.L, respectively, for non-

electrically heated residenc"=. l0

IO This historical sketch was wrítten after
discussions by the author with the Buildíng Research
Division of the National Research Council and with the
Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation. (fable C-6 in
Appendix C lists insulation levels in residenEÏãf--
construction standarCs financed under The National
Housingi Act in codes from 1954 to 1975.)
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With the preced.ing historical sketch on ínsulation

levels in mind, it is now possible to turn to the existing

housing stock in Saskatchewan. Table B is an estimate

of occupied dweltings in the province by period of

construction. l1

tl The assumptions used in preparing this table
are contained in Appendix C. Until the results of the
L976 Census of Canada are known, estímates such as
these-can only be regarded as being very approximate.



Períod of
Construction

TABLE g

ESTTT4ATE OF OCCUPIEÐ DÞ]ELLINGS DURTNG

L920 or before

L92r L945

1946 1960

1961 - 1969

1970 ]-975

TOTAL

t97 5
Occupied
Dwellings

43,240

59,987

86,181

63,095

28,L26

280 ,629

(I) 'sourcet

? of Total
L975 Occupied

Dwellin

Estimates based on 1971 Census of Canada and Statistics
Canad.a 64^002, uousing SEãrtl+nd'-comPlgçions !+979-7s)'
Appendix C desc âting estimated
päi1oas of occupied. dwellíngs t",l?75-- . The total of
Saskatchewan ocóupied dwellings (280,629) is in excess
of the Statistics Canada estirnate (see p.70) by 7,629
because a lower replacement rate is used here.

15

2L

31

23

10

100

Single
Detached

(r)

Dwellin

36,832

52,733

73,930

43,205

22,L44

Compared
to Total

(%)

B5

8B

B6

6B

79

B2228 ,844

¡

oì
co

I
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Table B indicates that roughly one-third of

Saskatchewan occupied dwellings were constructed in

Ig45 or earlier, one-third were constructed between

Lg46 and 1960, and one-third were constructed since

196I. By considering the comments made previously

about insulation, it is possible to make the followíng

very rough approximations of insulation features of

Saskatchewan residences :

(a) one-third of Saskatchevran occupied

residences have no insulation in their

walls and none or small amounts (up to

R7) of insul-ation in their ceilings;

(b) one-third of Saskatchewan occupied'

residences have R7 insulation ín their

walls which has lost much of its efficíency

through aging and sagging, and R7 insulatíon

in their ceilings; and'

(c) one-third of Saskatchel'¡an occupied'

residences have R7 of effectíve insulation

in their walls and RlO to R14 of insulation

in their ceilings. 12

The construction period (and hence the insulation

features) of residences vary from one part of

saskatchewan to another. By considering cerrsus

12 These are perhaps optimistic estimates since
they assume that many residences have insnlation levels
ctoãe to the NHA requirement for financing at the time
of construction.
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division data from the I97I Census, it can be seen

that the oldest dwellings (built in 1945 or earlier)

are in the southern and western parts of the province.

Census divisions in which the larger cities are located

(10,000 occupied dwellings or more) tend to have between

55% and 60U of occupied dwellings constructed after

1945. ïn the farthest north census division, more

residences were constructed between Ig46 and 1960 than

in any of the other periods considered in Table B. 13

In addition, as might be expected '/¡ith the

growing urbanization of Saskatchewan during recent

decades, there is a considerable difference between

the construction period of urban and rural dwellings.

Rural farm and non-farm dwellings are much older on

averag:e than are urban dwelling=.14

In Chapter II it was stated that single d.etached

dwellings require more BTU's of heating fuel for the

same liveable area as compared to multiple housing uníts

with similar thermal insulation features and air

infiltration rates. In April, I975, Saskatchewan was

estimated to have 273tOOO dwelling=,15 of which 2!5,000,

13 Refer to Figure C-5 in Appendix C for a map
of construction period of occupied dwellíngs in
Saskatchewan in L97I by census division. --

L4 Refer to Table C-c of Apoendix C for the
period of constructiõñ-õf-u76an and rural occupied
dwellings in Saskatchewan in 1971.

15 statistics canada 64- 20?, Household' Fa,ei]Åti-es
Equ-ipment-, , APriI , l-97 5,and
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or 792, were single detached dwellings. In Canada as

a whole, there were 6,7031000 dwellings on the same

date, of which 3,987 r000r or 592, were single detached

dwellings. In Saskatchewan, therefore, there is a

considerably higher proportion of single detached

dwellings than there is in Canada as a whole. A

further illustration of proportionate design types is

given in Table 9 which lists housing completions ín

Saskatchewan by type of dwelling from 1965 to L975-

TABLE 9

HOUSING COIVIPLETIONS TN
BY TYPE OF DWELLTNG,

SASKATCHEI^IAN /a \
1965 rg75 \r','

Single Two Apartment
Year Completions Dela-ched Fqlnily Row and Other

1965

L966

L967

1968

L969

L97 0

L97I
L972

L97 3

r97 4

L97 5

7 ,zLB
6,830
5 ,873
7 ,7L2
6,103
3,265
2,76L
3,967
5,42L
6 ,487
7,705

66

75

57

54 11

5425
3sL7
4L33

35

BI37
7 3 36

431r
225
3120
34L4
3311

54

54

B2

91

76

79

B3

Statistics Canada
and Cgmpletions.

(1) Source: 64-002, Ilousing Starts
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Anotherfactoraffectingfuelconsumptionin

the residence is its size (area of the roof) '

unfortunately, the information available on average

sizes of Saskatchewan residences is highty speculative

at the present time. It is believed, for example, that

residences being constructed by the same income group

of individ.uals are larger in the small urban or rural

areas where the price of land is lower

In recent years, only 10% to 20z of new

residences in saskatchewan have been financed. through

The National Housing Act. Table 10 gives an indicatíon

of relative areas of new houses j-n Regina and saskatoon

financed. under the NHA between 1970 and L975' Caution

should be exercísed in using this table as beÍng

representative of averagie new housing sizes, hov¡ever,

since NHA financing would likely relate to the smaller

sized residence than to the larger. Nevertheless, the

table shows that financed houses have tended to decrease

in size since 1970, possibllz as a function of the

increasing cost of land.



Location
and Year

STZES
HOUSfNG

REGINA

L97 0

T97 L

I972
r973
l-97 4

r97s

SASKATOON

OF NEW
ACT ÏN

? Distribut

HOUSES
REGINA

TABLE 10

42

52

70

53

6B

69

7

5

B

6

2

9

FINA}ICED UNDER
AND SASKATOON

I97 0
T97L

t972
l-97 3

L97 4

L975

38.8
32.0
16.6
29.7
24.7
22.9

THE NATTONAL 11 ìI970 L975 \¿',

29

44

72

73

75

7B

7

J

I
4

2

9

(1) Central Mortgage and
Statistics, 1970-75.

I
IO

t

I
5

5

6

0

I
oI

7

3

50.4
46.8
2L.2
2L.3
19"8
18. 6

5.3
oo
L.O

1.9
3.3
0"6
1.1

oq

Housing Corporation, Canad.ian Housing

4.2
3.r
3.0
3.0
2-4

4.6
2.7
2.6
4.6
0.8
0. B

5.0
tq

1.9
1.8
I.3
0.6

¡

{(,
I

5.4
2.8
1.0
0.5
0.7
0.4
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Summary of Chapter III
(a) Heating Fuel Allocation

According to Statistics Canada, more than

tv¡o-thirds of Saskatchewan households in 1975

r¡¡ere heated by natural gas" This compares to

the Canad.ian average of less than one-third of

household.s with natural gas heat. Examinatíon

of consumption figures shows that a majority of

the residential energy requirements in

Saskatchewan were met by natural gas by 1973.

The growing use of natural gas has been a

relatively recent phenomenon because ít was not

until the late 1950's that gas distribution for
residential heating began. This consumption

growth coincíd.ed with a decline in the rural
population and with medium to rapid growth in

Saskatchewan urban centres.

ff data on the relative annual consumptíon

levels of residential heating fuels from 1963 to

J-974 are examined., it can be seen that natural gas

consumption growth r+as much more rapid than the

total consumption of the common heating fuels
(including natural gas) in the resídential secLor.

Over the same period, residential consumption of
kerosene and light fuel oil declined slightly

relative to 1963 consumption Ievels.
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In recent years, new principal heating fuel

installations in Saskatchewan residences also

demonstrate the popularity of natural gas. During

1975, ner{ natural gas ínstallations in residences

wére over 50 times the number of new heating oit
installations, 4 times ne\ú propane installations
(many of these were in mobile homes), and 20 times

new electric heating installations. Nevertheless,

the number of new electric heating installations in

1975 was significant in that it more than doubled

the amount of electrically heated residences in

the province that existed during the previous year.

Although heating oiI, propane and kerosene

do not have the significance they once had (as

recently as 1965) in filling the majority of

Saskatchewan residential heating fuel requirements,

they are very irnportant today in certain regions.

As may be expected, the natural gas system follows

the more dense distribution of population in the

province. The average per customer cost of

delivering natural gas is inversely related. to the

density of the distribution of residences to be

connected to the system. The result is that, with

Saskatchewan's widely distributed popufation, many

rural non-farm and rural farm dwellings cannot

expect to be connected to the natural gas system

because of cost considerations. At the time of
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the l-97I Census, therefore, 89% of urban dwellings

had natural gas as a principal heating fuel

compared to only 342 of rural non-farm and. 2% of

farm residences. It is in these latter residences

where refined petroleum products and. liquified

petroleum gases are so significant and where the

possibility of substitution by a fuel such as

electricíty becomes an important consideration.

During 1973 over B0? of liquified petroleum gases '
kerosene and light fuel oil were consumed in the

farm and domestic sector, primarily for space

heating

Heating

insignificant

by

in

wood and coal has become almost

Saskatchevran compared to 1955

when, together, these fuels heated about one-half

of Saskatchewan residences. A small amount of coal

was still being burned directly in residences in

the southeastern part of the provínce in 1971.

In the far North (from La Ronge and going north),

about 40% of occupied dwellings used wood as a

principal heating fuel in L97L.

(b) Total Residential Heating Fuel Consumption

Roughly 2Teo of total energy consumed ín

Saskatchewan was accounted for by 'residentÍal

use, In the Statistics Canada "Domestic and. Farm"

classification, Saskatchewan consumed 50. 6 million

BTU/capita (excluding diesel) duríng I973, which
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was more than lulanitoba, Alberta, British Columbia,

Ontario and. the Canadian overall average, but less

than A1berta. Between 1963 and ]-.g74, total fuel

consumption in all sectors increased at a

considerably more rapid rate than the consumption

of the cornmon heating fuels in residences.

The major type of heating equipment used ín

Saskatchewan residences is the forced. air furnace.

Nevertheless, at the time of the 1971 Census, about

one-tenth of total dwellings had steam or hot water

systems and about one-sixth had stoves or radiation

space heaters. With the continued. increase of

natural gas installations since L97L, hol,vever, a

higher proportion of forced air systems can be

postulated..

It is difficult to assess the energy use

features (and potential for conservation) of the

current stock of Saskatchewan residences because

an inventory is not yet available. The results

of the L976 Census and future housing research by

the Government of Saskatchewan wilI make this

assessment more accurate in the future. Neverthe-

less, the author made some estimates on insulation

levels based on L}TI Census data orí construction

periods of occupied d.wellings, .=Jrr*ptions about

replacement housing since L97I, and historical

practices of installing insulation.
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A somewhat optimistic estimate of the

insulation features of Saskatchewan residences

is as follows:
(i) one-third of Sasl<atche\^7an occupied

residences have no insulation in

their rvalls and none or small amounts

(uP to R7) of insulation in their

ceilings;
(ii) one-third of Saskatchewan occupied

residences have R7 insulation in

their walls which has lost much of

its efficiencY through aging and'

sagging, and R7 insulation in their

ceilings; and'

(iii) one-third of Saskatchevran occupiecl

residences have R7 of effective

insulation in their walls and' RIO to

R14 of insulation in their ceilings '

Sinceruraldrvellingstend.tobemuchold'er

onaveragethanurbandwellings,itcanbeexpected

that they have lower levels of insulation'

As of Ig75, 7gZ of SasJ<atche\^7an occupied

dwellings were single detached compared to the

canadian overall average of 5gz. Alt other things

being egual, these dwellings are less energy

ef ficient than multiple unit c1wellings. Since L97L,
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between 752 and B0? of housing completions in

Saskatchewan have been single detached units.

There was no provincial estimate on

average sizes of dwellings and trends in sizes

of new drvellings that could be consulted for the

purposes of this report. Some individuals

expressed the view that the high price of land

in urban centres such as Regina and. Saskatoon

tended to decrease the size of new dwellings.

Tn Regina and Saskatoon, the area of new

d.wellings financed under The National Housing

Act dropped substantially between 1970 and. 1975.

It should be noted, however, that only I03 to 20e-.

of new residences have been fínanced through The

National Housing Act in recent years.



CHAPTER IV

FUTURE MARKET S}IARES AND CONSUMPTTON

OF HEATTNG FUELS TN SASKATCHEWAN

I^]TTHOUT SIGNIFICANT POLTCY CHA}ìGES

4.r Sub ect Matter and Procedure to be Followed in
This Chapter

Chapterllofthisreportwasconcerned.with

the irnpact of fuel choice on a residence o\n¡ner's annual

expenses and on his future income. fn addition,

Chapter If assessed the potential for heating fuel

conservation in typical residences' Chapter III

discussed, for both the present and the recent past'

the levels of energy consumption in the residential

sector and the pattern by which heating fuel is

allocated in saskatchewan. This chapter will look to

the short-term future and wiII assume that no significant

policy changes in fuel allocation or conservation are

taken by the saskatchewan Government. Given thís

assumption, the author will briefly predict likeIy

future fuel choices and expected levels of energy

consumption in the residential sector by" projection

of past trends where appropriate and by'referring to

available analyses and forecasts of government

BO
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departments and agencies. This will lay the groundwork

for Chapter V where significant policy changes will be

discussed.

4.2 Heating Fuel Market Shares

(a) Natural Gas

Previous chapters have shown that natural
gas is the dominant heating fuel in Saskatchewan

residences. New installations of natural gas

numkrered about four times that of all other new

heating installations in residences put together

in \975. By 1976, most residents in Saskatchewan

communities with populations of 500 or over had

the option of choosing natural gas for heating

purposes. The main reason for the sustaíned demand

for natural gas is its continuing low príce

relative to other heating fue1s. A considerable

change in relative fuel prices will be required

if the cost advantage of natural gas is to disappear

in the next five to ten years.

In addition to its price advantages,

natural gas is odorless, clean-burníng and is

used in a relatively inexpensive furnace which

requires little maintenance over its lifetime

of use. The popularity of natural gas is such

that, after a period of five years when it is

first made available to a cornmunity, approximately
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B4Z of residences in the corrmunitY convert to

natural gas as a princi-pal heating fuel. 1 The

reason that this saturation rate does not

approach lOCå has been attributed to the fact'

that some older and. smaller-sized residences

have heating stoves and, due to the relatívely

lorv income of the occupants of manlr of these

dwellings, the first cost of installing a gas

furnace is considered to be prohibitive'

Saskatche'¡¡an has reserves of L,450 BCF

of natural gas 750 BCF proven reserves and

700 BCF probable reserves as of Lg75.2 Future

supplies will also come fron indigenous sources '

During Ig75' over one-half of natural gas used

in Saskatchewan \'Jas frorn Alberta. A continued

supply from Alberta can be expected' although

the a¡nounts may varv considerably from year to

year up to 1990. It is also possible that

frontier natural- gas vrill be available for the

Saskatchev¡an market rvithin the next decade '

Table 11 shows that natural gas consumotion

in Lg75 totalled 101- BCr (excludíng gas consurned by

TransCanada Pipelines and sales to Medicine Hat).

1'Saskatchewan Porver Corporation
2_Yersonal Communication: Peter

Secretariat, Saskatchevran Departnent of
August, 1975.

estímate.

Black, Energy
llineral Resources,
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If natural gas consumption remained at its oresent

level and only provincial reserves were used. for
meeting demands, the supply from proven and

probable reserves v¡ould be used up in about 14

years. Demand, hoi.¡ever, is expected to increase

as shown by Table 11. S.P.C. forecasts an annual

increase of residential natural consumption of
2.IZ from 1975 to 1980 and 2eo from 1981 to 1985.

Industry j-s expected to increase its requirements

annually by 6.6e" from 1975 to I9B0 and by I.5%

from t9B0 to 1985.

Natural gas pricing in Saskatchewan may be

affected in the future by national orice movements

due to imports from Alberta. The prices of these

imports have increased rapidly and have boosted

the average cosL to S.P.C. of gas delivered to
custorners. Gas rates will be affected, and

indications are that the resulting rate increases

because of imports might be substantial.
The federal government has stateC that the

pfíce of crud.e oil rvill gradualllz rise towards

international price levels. There has been less

certainty about natural gas pricing although it. is
knoln that there l.¡iIl have to be sJbstantial price
increases if ít is to be economic.ify feasible
to bring frontier supplies on market during the

1980's. The National Energy Board, in a report



Year

]-975 (Actual)

1978

L982

19 85

S . P. C. ' s GAS REQUIRE¡4ENT FORECAST
FOR SASKATCHEWAN, L975 TO 1gB5

(VoIs. in BCF G 14.65 Psia)

Residential

TABLE 11

(1) Includes Farm (about .2 BCF/year), Internal and
Unaccounted For.

27 .I

28.9

31. 4

33.2

Commercial

11. 9

10. B

11. 6

12.3

Industrial

49 "5

60.7

70.3

73.6

Other

L2 "5

LL .2

9.1

9"5

Total

1OT. I

111. 6

I22.4

L28.6

I

co
,Þ

f
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of September, L975, presented the following

views on comparative oil- and natural gas

pricing:

"Røgandíng fJ)Lic¿^, it uta,s a¿¿um¿d
lho-t thø Can_a-dio"n c¡tudø oíL ptLice- wouLd
cLpplLoach thQ, L'JltLI-d prLica- o{ cnudø bq thø
¿nd o[ Í.hz døead¿. It wat al-to at,sum¿d
Í.hat th¿ ytttícz o d natunaL ga,s at tl+¿ citq
gate- in Tottonto wou.Ld Øc¡ua-I- tl,t¿ ytnLcø od
cnud¿ oiL a-t the. tL¿{inznq gatø ín Tctnonto
bU 1978, on & BTU øquLvnt,ønf. ba,sí¿. Thí,s
at,sumyttion ímpLíøt' that. tl'tø co^t o{¡ natuna"I-
ge^ at lhø eitt¡ gaÍ.e- in Nottth¿nn )ntaní0,
Manitctbn, Sa¿t¿a-tclteuta-n a"nd ALb¿nta wíX-L
b¿ I-¿¿,s ÍLtan the øc1uívnLønf. ca^t ct( c¡tud¿
oiL, ¿ínc¿ fl'te'eo¿t o(¡ tnctn¿frorLting ga^
i¿ gttøa-tøn t.ha-n th¿ co^t o( Í.ttanrytotttLng
oíL. FunÍ.høn, it toa,s a"¿,sum¿d that pttícø
ec¡uíva"L¿nc¿ on & BTU bnrí¿ at th¿ cít.q
and n¿dínønt1 ga-tø,s itt Tononto wouLd
n¿¿uLt ín n¿Laf.iva- prLLcø^ on a ßTU bct,sí¿
nt th¿ bunnøtt típ Ln llt¿ n¿¿idønt.íaL/
clmmøncíaX- ¿øcto¡t¿ ¿uch thctt nntu¡to-L ga^
uL.LL b¿ tl't¿ 'slightLq ptL¿(J¿tnød (ue.{- in
thø'sø ¿øcton's b¿cau¿Q- o{\ it¡: pnømLun
clua.Litie^ . " 3

It apÞears, therefore, that national pricing
policies will not change the fuel cosL advantages

of natural gas in comparison, ât least, to refined
petroleum products. Nevertheless, substantial
increases in Canadian prices of natural gas can

be expected for the future.

Und.er the present policy, new resid.ences

which are

that are

option of

3 Nationu.l
and Requirements,

constructed in Saskatchewan communities

part of the natural gas system have the

installing this fuel as a principal

Energy Board, Canadian Oil: Supply
.(Ottawa, Septe
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heating source. The high proportion of new

principal heating fuel installations which are

natural gas will continue, abetted by rural-

urban population movements, until the fuel cost

advantage disappears. For reasons previously

stated, it does not appear that this cost

advantage (at least in comparison to petroleum

products) witl change as a result of national

pricing trend.s in the short-term future.

(b) Heating OiI, Kerosene and Propane

The price differentials id.entified in

Chapter II are índicative of the decline in
popularity of petroleum products for space

heating, particularly in communities where

natural gas is available. If the price of
crude oil moves progressively towards world

levels throughout the remainder of this decade,

the decline in popularity of petroleum products

for heating in Saskatchewan will continue,

particularly since there are substítutes available

in most cases. fn some rural locations the cost

of heating with electricity is similar or perhaps

even lower than heating with petroleum products.

An exception may be the use of propane in the

mobile home market. Even though propane is the

highest cost fuel in most locations at the
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present time, mobile homeor,vners often select it
because it is cleaner than oil and kerosene and

because of the lack of substitutes in some

^locations. ^

Heating oi1 and. kerosene also have the

disadvantage of having quality deficiencies such

as leaving a d.irt film on furniture and having

an odor. Maintenance is required. more often and

furnaces tend to be less efficient (about 5Z less)

than gas furnaces. Unlike electricity and.

natural 9âsr fuel storage is necessary. Many

consumers at present are concerned about the

future security of supply of petroleum products

and are thus motivated to substitute other fue1s.

An additional disadvantage in the North and

remote rural areas is the highly expensive and

often irregular mearrs of transporting fuel.
Heating costs can be very high since many remote

residences are poorly insulated and, if farther

north, have a greater heating load.

Nevertheless, under present policy, some

homeowners can be expected to continue using

heating oiI, kerosene and propane since they

¿.-= About one-half of the persons installing new
propane heating systems consulted in the S.P.C. Heating
survey (L974) stated that the possibility@
hooked up to the natural gas system ín the future was
a factor in their choice of propane.
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are not willing or are unable to invest in an

alternative heating system, Although consumption

of petroleum products cannot be expected to

increase in the residential sector (i.e., few

new installations), many existing resiclences may

continue to use petroleum products as heating

fuels. The National Energy Board, for example,

forecasted that consumption of light fuel oil,
stove oil and kerosene in Saskatchewan (which,

to date, have been mainly used for resid.ential

heating) will decline only to 6.7 thousand barrels

per day in 1985 from its l-976 consumption level

of 7 .2 thousand barrels per d-y.5

(c) Electricity

In considering future consumer demand for

electric heating assuming no significant policy

change, it is important to divide consumers into
two categories: those in localities served by

the natural gas system and those rural, farm or

isolaLed consumers in localities not part of the

natural gas system.

In localities which are connected to the

natural gas system, there is a considerable price

gap between natural gas and the next highest

5 Nationrl-
and Requirements,

Energy Board, Canadian Oil: Supply
(Ottalva, Septe
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priced heating fuel at present. Without a

change in distribution policy, the raLe of

substitution by electricity will depend mainly

upon relative price increases of natural gas as

supplies decline and become more costly to

produce and expectations of consümers as to

security of future natural gas supplies. It

will be some tj-me before the price gap closes.

Because Saskatchewan is not likely to

adopt a rural gasification program similar to

Albertars, consumer choices about heating fuel

in rural and isolated areas of Saskatche\Man are

more restrictive than in the larger urban

localities. Consequently, electric heating is

no\^/ a more viable option in these areas. At the

present time (see Chapter II) oiI heating costs

approach those of electric heating in some regions

of the province and, in fact, are higher than

elect.ric heating in other regions where transpor-

tation is a major component of price. Propane

costs are already considerably higher than

electricity. In addition, electricity has quality

advantages and is less likely to suffer from

supply disruptions over an extended period of

time. There are, however, some taaitionat

customer costs rvhen electric heating is chosen;
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(i) electric service charges for

installation of a 200 AmP Panel

($:oo 9400);

(ii) rvirinqi and equipment costs which

total s1ightlY more than the cost

of a conventional oil furnace,

although electrical maintenance

costs are lower in most ".=""r 
6

(iii) some customers have to pay for a

larger capacity wire being extended

from the Yard Pole to the resídence

at a cost of PerhaPs $300 and more

than twice this amount if an under-

ground. cable is used; and

(iv) a more sophisticated and expensive

ventilation system must be installed

if damage to rvalls, ceiling and

insulation is not to occur-

In both urban and rural localities, the

price of electricity will be a key determinant of

its use in residential heatíng. S.P-C- will have

to make additional expenditures if large numbers

of residences opt for electric heating- The

costs of providing electrical ".r"tn, are gienerally

6 _-- rr electric heat is provided by -resistance
wires embedded in plaster, maintenance can be expensive
should problems occ.ur.
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regarded as being divisible into the following

comoonents:

(i) generation (facility costs nlus

variable fuel- costs);

(ii) transmission i

(iii) distribution;
(iv) customer overhead (biIting, meters,

salaries and other administrative

costs) .

Although the costs to an electrical utility

decrease as more custorners are added to its

system at a given capacíty of generation,

transrnission and distribution, incrernental

generation, transrnission and distribution

costs have been higher in recent years than

the average costs of previous install-ed

capacity. Increasing generation capacity costs

are the most significant upward push on utility

revenue requirements. Until around L97L, the

marginal costs of adCing a ]-'ilowatt of new

generation capacity were lorver than average
'1

kilowatt capacity costs for S-P.C.' Sínce that

time, new generation caoacity costs have increased

dramatically all over Canada due to (among other

Tcomment rnade in personal discussion with the
author by D. J. Anderson, former Business i\lanager of
the Electrical SYstem, S.P.C-
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things) escalating construction costs, higher

costs of money, remainíng unCeveloped hvdro-

electric sites beconring more distant from

larger population centres and more environmental

nrotection measures.

In Saskatchewan, the Poplar River Pov¡er

Project, a coal--fired thermal plant of 300 mI{

caoacity, is expected to be completed ín L979 at

an estirnated. cost of $f 50 rnillion or $500/kT¡I.

This is nearly twice the cost of certaín coal-

fired thermal olants to be cornpleted in Canada

in ].976 (the later comoletion d.ate, the size of

the plant and the fact that Poplar River is

expected to be the first of a series of plants
o

help explain the capacity cost differences) . "

A 300 ml^i addition to the Bound.ary Dam

Power Station is expected to be completed ín L977

at a cost of $70 million or $233/yw. In the

spring of J-97 6, the Government of Saskatche\^/an

announced its intention to exarnine the social

and economic feasibility of constructing a 250 mïn/

hydroelectric station on the Saskatche\^zan River

near Nipawin.

o
"See the Canadian Electrical

on represent.ative capital costs for
facilities in Canada durinq l-976 as

Association's figures
new generat.ion
renorted in The

91.Financial Post, (l4ay 29, 1976) | p.
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During L975, 30? of the electrical energy

generated. in Saskatchewan came from hydro, 552

from coal, 72 from natural gas and. B? was purchased

from l"lanitoba. Saskatchewan is estimated. to have

2,238 mi{ of hydroelectric potential when 11 sites

on the Saskatchewan River and I site on the

Churchitl River are considered. Adding this to

the current installed capacity of 467 mI{ gives

a total of 2,705 mW. Estimated coal reserves in

Saskatchewan in 1976 are 5.6 billion tons. S.P.C.

expects that future electrical requirements to

1990 in Saskatchewan will be met mainly through

coal and hydro.

If a major switch by rural customers t.o

electric heating took place rapidly' a large

stumbling block would be a lack of sufficient

capacity in the existing rural distribution

system to handle the peak heating load.

Saskatchewan has 64,546 pole miles of distribution

lines with L4,400 volt capacity. This problem

would apply most specifically to rural farm

customers. Capital costs of rebuilding the

distribution system would be in the tens of

millions of dollars and rates would have to be
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raised Þroportionately if the principle of

cost of service were to be used in assessing
q

rates. -

The method used by most utilities in

setting electricity rates is to apply to the

rate-making authority for an amounL in annual

revenues v¡hich will cover operating costs plus an

additional amount for arnorLizatíon of investment,

and a rate of return on investment. fn Saskatchervan,

S.P.C. prepares rates on roughly this basis for

subr,rission to Cabinet, rvhich is the ultimate

rate-setting authority" The Report of The Board

of Inquiry Into The Poplar River Poriver Pro_ject

stated that "current oricing oolicy requires

S.P.C. to establish prices that reflect the

costs of production and distribution plus a

specified rate of return on investment". l0

Present electricity rates, therefore, tend to

reflect average costs of al-l components of the

electric system rather than the marginal costs

of adding an increment to power capacity. Since

rates which reflect incremental capacit¡¿ costs

are postponed, there v¡ill like1y be, unless rates
o-Even without a rural electric heating trend,

it may be necessary to rebuild the ruraf distribution
system in any case due to its age.

10_*"Reoort of The Boar
River Po
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are subsidized out of general g'overnment

revenues I a necessity of large future

increases in total rate revenues as electricity

consumption increases.

Future electricity d.emand for space

heating is affected by both overall increases

in total revenue requirements and by the type

of electrical tariff which is used. Under the

current tariff, most residential customers

consume all the electrical energy in the lower

stages of the tariff (the first 320 kl^lh's) for
appliances and lighting without having any space

heating applications. Therefore, the customer

cost of electric heating normally comes in at

the run-off (Iowest) price range (at present

1.8+/kl{h). Retention of the declining btock

tariff would tend to stimulate new electric

heating installations and conversions to electric

heating.

(d) Coal and Wood

Although direct combustion of coal may

still take place in a number of existi-ng

residences, it is likeIy that con-versi-ons away

from coal will continue and that" few, if âDy,

new residences will choose direct heating by

coal unless major technological, economic or
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policy changes occur before 1990. Coal has

quality dj-sadvantages and adversely affects

the environment when it is burned in the urban

setting. There are other heating fuel choices

in the geographical areas of the province where

coal heati-ng is most conìmon. Dístrict heating

with coal is a more attractive prospect than

combustion in indívidual residences.

As the prices of petroleum products

increase and the costs of electric heating

remain above the budget of some of the lower

income Saskatchewan resid.ents in the more remote

areas, wood may begin to have a limited return to

popularity. This would be particularly so where

wood resources are locally available at a

relatively low cost. A further increase in

wood heating might also be influenced by use

of the more efficient wood stoves and furnaces

which are currently available on the mark"t.11

(e) Alternate Sources of Energy

Up to this point, the maín concern has

been the conventional fuels of today petroleum

products, gas and electricity but there are

alternatives which might have a significant role

11 For a description of some of these units,
see Bruce lifacCallum, Environmentally Appropriate
Technology (Ottawa, Environment Canada, I976) .
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to play on the residential heating market'within

the next ten years or at least before the end of

the century. OnIy a selected number of alternate
energy sources lvill be discussed below. It is
also assumed in this discussion that there will
be no significant policy change affecting heating

fuels over this period. of time.

Saskatchewan receives a large amount of

sunshine that could be utilized as an important

supplementary or alternative source of residential
heating or cooling. Sun radiation measurements

undertaken by Dr. John 8.. Hay at Swift Current

indicated that 202 402 of the annual heating

demand of a Saskatchewan residence could be met

by solar energy. The precise contríbution of

solar energy would be determined by the heat load

of the residence, the efficiencies of the collector
and the method and volume of =totag".I2 The

costs of most residential solar systems, includ.ing

storage capaciLy, total between $5,500 and $30,000.

Saskatche\^ran does receive a considerable amount of

sunlight. However, one of the difficulties of
solar space heating here is that the amount of

12 Dr. John E. Hay, "Aspects of the Radiation
Climatology of Southern Saskatchet¡an of Relevance to
Solar Energy Engineers", a paper presented to the Solar
Energy Conference, University of Regina, March 26, I976.
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solar energy available per month is inversely
related to space heating demands. Thus, if a

reserve electric heating system were installed,
nearly the same kilowatt capacity would have

to be built in to meet heating requirements

during the coldest day as if there had been no

solar heating whatsoever. Utilities would then

have high fíxed costs for serving this customer

but they would not receive a proportionate amount

of revenue in return since load factors would. be

very l-ow. Mr. Jack Wadsworth of C¡.ÍHC Technology

Group has proposed an alternative to this. He

suggested that mini-utilities could be established
for distribution of sol-ar energy where the hígher

effÍciencies and lower average costs of joint
storage can be realized. The idea would be to
concentrate on the attainment of 100U heating
reliance through seasonal storage but with the

use of lower-cost col1e"tor=.13 The d.ifficulty
with this in a climaLe such as that of Saskatchewan

is that it has never been either technologically
or economically demonstrated that seasonal

storage is feasible.

13 Presentation to the Solar Energy
University of Regina.. March 26, L97 6.

Conference,
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Sol-ar energy is most relevant to rural
and isolated residences or settlements in
Saskatchewan. If optimal Ieve1s of thermal

insulation are combined with other residential
energy saving measures discussed. above, large

reductions of the necessary heating load. can

take place and solar energy becomes more

attractive. Further heating foad red.uctions

can occur through maximum utilization of passive

solar energy, possibly incorporating some

storage capability for sun entering the residence

through southern windows in winter months.

Furthermore, back-up heating does not need to

be provided by electricity butr âs in the case

of the t4istassini Prototype House in Ontario,

efficient wood burning stoves or other sources

not requiring a high fj-xed cost central delivery

system could. be used, especially in the more

northern localities. If electricity is used as

a back-up source, a water-to-air heat pump which

utilized the solar storage could cut down on the

required electrical capacity (although capital

and maintenance costs of the homeowner would

be much higher).
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Nevertheless, current government policy

d.oes not provide many incentives for use of

alternate energy sources such as =ol.t.14 The

high capital costs of solar systems and the

additional costs of reserve heating systems

will likely act as a disincentive to significant

use of solar systems under the current oolicy

climate.

There is a potential lvithin Saskatchev/an

for using wind energy in remoLe and rural

localities, although a more common use of this

energy is for electricity.requirements apart

from space heating apolications. In the extreme

norLheast part of the province and in the Swift

Current area, average rvind þower ís relatively

high, between 300 and 400 kU/square mile. This

compares to an averagie wind speed of about

2OO k\{/square mile in the rest of the r:.orrit.".15

The variability of wind energy, the capital

costs of generating eguioment and the costs and

1Lr= The Government of Saskatchewan has, however,
decided to construct an "energy efficient resid.ence"
as a demonstration project in v¡hich solar energy rvilI
provide supplementary heating

15 Based on a provisional map in'R. J. Temp1in,
NRC, "Availability of iVind Energy in Canada", in The
Potential of Solai Energy for Canada, Proceedings-õf

t òf Canada, rnc., (ottawa,
L975) , V-3 to V-7.
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inefficiencies of storage have been the

impediments to widespread use of wind energy

in recent years. However, if electricity is

being considered for space heating in northern

Saskatchewan residences where electricity has

previously been generated from diesel fuel-, it

may be economically feasible to supplement

diesel generators with large windmills. This

subject has been given much recent attention by

the ontario I'finistry of Energy and by Ontario

Hydro and the conclusion has been that, ât

current ontario diesel fu.el prices, wind/diesel

hybrid systems are cost-competitive with diesel

power for the loads that were studíed.16

Given the large amount of agricultural

activity in Saskatchewan, it ís natural to

contemplate the possibility of using biomass

energy to meet some future residential- energy

needs. "Biomass" means the weight of organisms,

living or dead, which is present at any one time.

16 c. K. Brown and. D. F. warne, Arr Analysis of
the Potential for T{ind Ene

Io
Reséárch I'oundation, November, 1975), and Energy and
Environmental Studies Department, Ontario Hydro, A
Review of Large Scale Power Generation Using Windmills,
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Similar weights d.o not mean the same amount of

productive or metabolic activity or heat energy

potential, hor.rr.r.17 For exampfe, an amount

of straw with the same dry rveight as a piece of
coal witl have only one-half the heat energy

potential of the coal. There are a number of

methods by which a high energy gas can be

produced from biomass such as straw or anímal

wastes: heating in the presence of oxygen,

heating without oxygenr or anaerobic decomposition

at lower temperatures by either batch or continuous

processes. Anaerobic dec.omposítion is the rnost

cornmon method considered for farm use. The

resulting gas is about 70? methane and 302 carbon

dioxide, but the latter can be scrubbed to produce

clean-burning and efficient methane, the main

constituent of natural gas.

Some of the main advantages of anaerobic

decomposition to produce methane are:

(i) it is a renewable form of energy

with a highly efficient and clean

product ì

(ii) it is an environmentalllz appropriate

method of waste dÍsposal;

I7 See Engene P. Odum, Ecology: The Link Between
The Natural and The Social Sciences, (New York, HoId,
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(iii) sludge produced in the digester is

of considerable value as a fertilizer;

and

(iv) it is readily available in locations
(farms and rural areas) where heating

energy supply problems are rnost

serious in Saskatchevzan.

There are, however, some imped.iments to

the widespread use of biomass digesters at the

present time, although future research may solve

many of these problems, Some of the disad.vantages

are:

(i) capital costs of a digester, incliiding

a scrubber and storage capacity, can

be high;

(ii) methane is explosive and so production

must proceed with care even in the

best designed plants;

(iii) control of the operating temperatures

and acidity of the process requires

considerable knowledge and time on the

part of the operator; and'

(iv) the biological reaction can be

poisoned in a number of ways so
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that hydrogen sulficle gas and

corrosion of the digester might

resurt . 
1 B

From the results of experimental work

carried out at the University of Manitoba on

biomass energy production from the manure of

11000 pigs, methane gas produced froma 6,533 cubíc

foot capacity digester would be 4,550 cubic feeL/

day or 1,6 6I Mcl/y"u.r.I9 The Lt2o0 square foot

residence referred to in Table I (see Section 2.2)

required about l-6 MCF of natural gas per year

for space heating. Even.assumingi that 50% of

methane production would be for heating the

digester, there would be an abundance of gas

for space heating of the farm residence and farm

buildings from this source

The opportunity cost of using straw for

heating fuel productj-on is the value lost in not

using the strarv for ferLilizing land. and for

feeding cattle. Nevertheless, it is probably

accurate to say that a surplus of straw presently

18 See The Biomass Energy Institute, Inc.,
The Renervable Biomass Energy_S-ideÞcaE, (WinniPeg,

rsíon of
Biomass to l'lethane", The Potential of Solar Energy for
Canada, Conference of the So1ar Energy Society of
eãnãdá, rnc., (ottawa, 1975), rr-15 to rr-20.

19Lr Agriculture Canada, Methane Gas Production
From Animal Wastes, Publicatio .r
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exists beyond the requirements for non-energy

use. R. C. McGinnis of the University of

Manitoba claimed that, of the estimated biomass

production from major crops in Western Canada

in 1973, a total heating value of straw of
1)603.8 x I-O-'BTU, ot 252 of the petroleum

requirements of Western Canada in Ig73. could

potentially be produced. 20

Fuel cells can convert fuels such as natural

gâsr oil or coal directly into electricity by

combining oxygen and hydrogen to produce an

el-ectric current and waLer. Ef f iciencies in

laboratory tests have been as high as 752- Fuel

ceIl units are flexibte in that they can be used

separately or jointly and present very little

environmental hazards. Maintenance requirements

are ferv. Capital investment can be made almost

immediately when added. power ís required- The

catalyst used in the cell is expensive- Neverthe-

less, Hydro Quebec has estimated that there could

be cost savings of 30U if fuel cells were used in

remote villages instead of the conventional fuels- 21

202v Paper presented to the International Biomass
Energy Conf eience , (I'Iinnipeg, May 13 15 , 19 73 ) .

2L_-t For recent information on the fuel celI' see
William Clark, Energy for Survival: The Alternative to
ExterninaLion (
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Fuel cell-s might have some possible use in remote

areas of Saskatchervan.

There are other methods of fuel production

rvhich might infl-uence the Saskatche\^/an residential

heating market, although they would likely require

larger and more centralized plants than do solar,

wínd and biomass. Methanol can be produced from

wood and there may be a good. potential for

production of this fuel in Sas]"atche\^Ianf s North.

Nevertheless, a greater value may result from

allocating methanol to transportatíon rather than

to space heating applications. Alcohol- can also

be mad.e from corn stalks, cobs and husks. Research

undertaken by the Saskatchewan Department of

Ind.ustry and Commerce and by the Saskatchewan

Science Policy Secretariat indicated that if the

price for a bushel of corn were $2.00' the total
' cost of producing a gallon of alcohot would. be

84.2ë.22 Such subjects will- receive further

study at the federal-provincíal industrial

fermentation complex to be established in Saskatoon.

Another possibility is steam production

from garbage cornbustion which can be used directly

for space heating or for "or,te."íår, to electricity

(or both). By-product heat wfrici is currently

22 Starch Utilization Study (Regina, May 18, Ig76)
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regarded as ivaste in thermal generation plants

can also serve space heating needs. The economics

of using such heat to date have indicated greater

advantages for space heating use in higher

density cities and for industrial- or coÍlmercial

heating needs. It is, however, conceivable that

some multiple unit residences could be heated by

waste heat or heat generated from wastes in the

future in Saskatche\^7an-

4.3 Future Energy Consumption in Saskatchewan Residences

In the previous two chapters there was discussion

of some of the important determinants of present and past

energy use in Saskatchewan residences. Some of the

factors which will affect the total fuel requirements

for residential heating are listed below:

(a) Lhe size of the housing stock and the

average energy consumption features of

residences:

(i) the annual rate of dwelling completions

and the proportion of these which are

replacement dwellings as compared to

those rvhich represent an increment in

the stock of dwellings"

(ii) design types of ne\ú and existing

dwellings (proportions of single

detached, row, aoartment, etc.),
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(iii) size of ne\'v drvellings'

(iv) geograPhical location of new

dwellings (those towards the North

have a greater heating load); and

(b) success of conservation measures such as:

(i) increasing thermal insulation leve1s

in new and existing dwellings'

(ii) cutting down on heat loss through

infiltration,

(iii) . lowering thermostats'

(iv)constructionofmoreenergyefficient

residences bY. develoPers,

(v)maintenanceanduseofmoreefficient

burner units,

(vi)moreenergyconservation-mindedurban
planning ind.uced by a co-operative

effort of alt levels of government

and the Public.

In examining these factors Ín somewhat more

detail, there are good reasons to believe that neL

increases in the present stock of dwellings will occur

during the short-term future at least'23 Two of these

reasons are:

23 This does not imply an increasíng population
rate' rncreases in tfre houËiñq stock-cån be expected
even when some of the Statistiòs Canada population.
projections sñowing either stable or stightly declining
ããpúi"ti"" in saskãtchevlan are assumed' of course'
different results would occur with a more pessimistic
pi":ection ",l"h t= a poputation decline by 202 or 50%'
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(a) the "crorvding index" is expected to decline

by l-3? betrveen L974 and I9B5¡24 and

(b) world demand for agricultural products and

the fact that agricultural productivity

gains have been larger than in any other

sector in recent years, would indicate that

per capita income of Saskatchewan residents

will be relatively high, âIlowing for more

invesLment in housi ng.25

The increasing price of land. will have an effect

upon the size and design type of dwellings - In the

larger urban locations, demand. f.ot residential land

and land taxes are higher than in rural locations.

Thus, new dwelling sizes may be somewhat smaller and

more multi-unit dwellings constructed on average in

urban as compared to rural locations. Real price

increases of heating fuel may also have some influence

in reducing residence size and in increasing proportions

of multi-unit dwellings constructed. Nevertheless, âs

indicated in Chapter III (Section 3.9)' the proportion

24 Prediction of the Economic Council of Canada,
of Growth, (the Twetfth Annual Review of the

Economic
index is
and had
L974.

õõ[ñõÏf of canada, ottawa, 1975). The crowding
defined as the number of persong per room,

declinded from .64 to .6I between 1971 and

L976, international markets
did not appear as favourable
as had been the case over

25 However, bY late
for agricultural commodities
for the Saskatchewan economy
the previous 2 or 3 years.
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of single detached dwellings out of total residential

completions in Saskatche\'van did not decline from 1971

to Ig75 and so the transition to more energy efficient

dwelling designs may be very gradual given present

trends and Policies.
The rate of resource devel0pment and construction

of processing plants in northern saskatche\dan will

influence the quantity of.dwellings which will consume

heating fuel in the North. These residences wil-I have

greater heating loads than similar residences in more

southern Iocations. Transmission losses may al-so be

greater in the North iÍ., for examPle, electricity is

used to heat these residences and the distance from the

generation facility to the residence is great'

conservation measures could reduce the heat energy

requirements of a new dwelling by 50% 7AZ and that of

an average existing dwelling by 2OZ 502 ' Some of the

measuresforreducingenergyusedintheresidencewere

discussed in chapter II but a more complete list appears

below.Inconstructionofnewhousesinthefuture,

insulation levels can be increased to an optimal level

with 2,, by 6" studs or by use of plastic sheathing on

the wall- exterior (although this latter measure has been

regarded as causing moisture retention wíthin walls on

some occasion). Weatherstripping and' cáulking can be

used. to reduce the number of air changes to an optimal.

level,althoughenoughventilationmustbeallowed.to
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prevent damage to waIIs and ins.ulation by moisture.

I^jindorvs can be double or triple glazed. The houses

should be orientated so that one of its long sides is

facing south and, on this side, window space is

maximized so that advantages can be taken of the lower

southern path of the sun in winter- 26 Ïn summer, the

overhang will prevent the sun from overheating the

residence. On all other sid.es of the residence,

window sÞace should be minimized. coniferous trees

could be planted on the long north side to act as a

wind break during winter and, on the south side,

decicluous Lrees will provide shade in sunìmer while

allowing the sun to strike the building in winter.

The cost of trees would have Lo be assessed against

the energy savings and the aesthetic value they represent

to the residence owner. If care is taken to install-

the correct size heating unit within the residence and

that it is properly adjusted, some energy wi]I also be

saved in this v¡ay.

26 The Nationar Research council has been
examining the net impact of windows on dwellings in
terms of heat loss through conduction and. reduct.ion
and heat gain by solar radiation. Although the final
results have not as yet been made pubtic, one of the
conclusions will Ue tnat double or triple-glazed windows
facing south , or 45" f rom south, rvind up vrith ? ne!
heat gain. ASHRAE uses only a thermal conduction (U)

value for window sDace in heat l-oss calculations.
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There is less which can be done to make existing

dwellings as energy efficient as dwellings in the

process of being constructed. Nevertheless, the orrner

can add insulation to his ceiling and basement rvalIs,

and can have insulation blown into the exterior walIs.

At more expense, single-glazed windows can be double or

triple-glazed. Doors and windorvs can be weaLherstripned.

Trees could be planted in the same manner as in the new

dwelling. The furnace can be maintained and the

thermostat lowered,

lVithout any significant future policy clranges,

the success of residential heating fuel conservaLion

within the province will depend uÐon a number of

incentives, including the following:
(a) The Price Incentive

As the price of fuel climbs relative to

the cost of insulation and other conservatíon

measures, it will become more attractive for

the consumer to invest now in reducing heating

requirements and receive future reductions in

his heating bil1. At the present time this

incentive already exists but anticipated fuel

price increases in the future will strengthen

this incentive.
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The Average Income of the Consumer

Income rvould appear to have a two-sided

impact on the action of consumers in regard to

residential conservation of heating energy-

On the one hand, if the consumer's income is

very 1ow, particularly in old.er residences, the

first cost of increasing insulation and other

conservation measures may be prohibitive even

though energy cost savings v¡ould result over

the long terrn. On the other hand., if per

capita incomes are very high and expenditures

on residential heating are not a very significant

part of the consumer's budget, then heatíng

decisions will not be a prioríty item among

other decisions. Unless the consumer is very

conscious of the substantial savings which will

occur on a life cycle basis due to reduction

of heating Ioad, he may not acquire enough

incentive to make the initial investments.

In the short-term future in Saskatchewan,

it appears that per capita incomes will- be

reasonably high relative to the rest of the

country because of the strength of the provincets

agricultural production. Funds åhould be

available for residential "on="irration invest-

ment, therefore, but actual investment levels

(without a government incentive program) wiII
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depend upon the degree of public awareness of

the merits of conserving energy.

(c) Building Standards

At the present time there is no require-

ment within the Building Code of Canada

concerning the thermal insulation of d.wellings

orr indeed, relating to any other matters than

the stability of the structure and protection

from fire. The matter is under consideration

and it is thought that a supplement to the

Buitding Code could. be issued dealing with

insulation. In the meantime, Ontario and

Alberta have issued their oivn Codes and ì4anitoba

and Saskatchewan are considering the possibility

of taking a similar step. Undoubtedly' building

codes would be one of the most successful means

of inducing energy conservation in nerv dwellings.

However, controls such as these can only be

regarded as a first step for the following

reasons:

(i) there are other measures than

increasing thermal insulation to

save on energy used'for heating

(see above), '

(ii) a personal incentive rather than

a mandatory requirernent to conserve
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energy will cause the consumer to
consider other methods to conserve

rather than simply installing a

higher degree of insulation as

rec¡uired; and

(iii) it is likely that the arnount of

insulatíon required by a building
code rvould. fal-I short of that
justified by a life cycle cost

analysis (see Chapter II).

4.4 Summary of Chapter IV

Chapter IV considers the market shares and total
consumption of residential heating fuels over the short-
term future, assuming no significant policy changes by

the Saskatchewan Government in this area.

It appears that the considerable cost advantage

of natural gas will continue for some time in communities

which are connected to the natural gas system and that
ne\^¡ gas installations will also continue here. Neverthe-

less, the price of natural gas can be expected. to increase

ín future due, in large part, to rising prices for Alberta

import.s rvhich have a substantial impact on S.P.C. costs.

Saskatchewan's natural gas prices rray also be affected

by national price increases v¡hich are due rnainly to the

high costs of brinqing in frontier suoplies and the

oolicy of the federal government to graduall¡z increase
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natural gas prices on a BTU equivalency basis towards

international oiI príces.

A continuing price and quality disadvantage of

heating oil and kerosene will greatllz inhibit new

heating .installations of these fuels. Conversions to

alternates can be expected but it. is likely that a

number of older or lower-income residence ov¡ners in

rural areas will not be willing or abl-e to invest in

conversions. Propane is likely to be used in a

considerable number of mobi-le hornes in the future where

lower cost substitutes are often not available-

Electric heating of residences is more relevant

to rural locations than it is in areas currently served

by the natural gas system. The future rate of electric

usage for heating is largely dependent upon its príce.

If consumption of electricity substantially rises in

the future, there wil-l have to be much larger revenues

collected through rates in order to cover íncreasing

incremental generation, transmission and distribution

costs (assuming that the present policy of pricing at

average costs of product.ion is followed). Since this

will push rates upwards, it will tend to slov¡ the growth

of new el-ectric heatinq installations. However, a force

rvhich wiII accelerate electric heating iå the type of

pricing schedule (the declining block tåriff). Since

electric heating will normally come in at the lowest

price block, the tariff will- make electríc heating more

attractive to customers.
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Coal and wood are unlikellz to be very

significant parts of the residential heating market

under present policy. However, wood heating may

stabilize at its present level or increase in areas

where it is readily avail-able and as the cost of

other heating fuels increase.

Alternate sources of residential energy such

as solar, wind, biomass, waste heat capture, etc., may

have some use as the cost of the more conventional fuels

increase. Nevertheless, the high capital costs-of

collectors, plants, storage and supplementary energy

are impediments to the wide usage of these sources of

supply. l4any technical- and economic unknowns are

associated with renewable energy sources. Present

policy does not provide incentives for residential

heating through such methods.

The total amount of energy consumed for

residential space heating in the future wíIl depend

upon the size, the design and area characteristícs and

the location of the housing stockr âs well as conservation

measures undertaken by homeowners. Assuming that there

will not be a major population decrease, the total stock

of dwellings in Saskatchewan can be expected to increase

as the crowding index declines and as i.rvestment by

Saskatche\,Jan consumers in housing irr"t".="=. The

increasing price of land, particularly in urban centres,

will tend to reduce dwelling size and to increase the
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proportion of multi-unit dwellings in new construction.

However, the consistent high percentage of single

detached dwellings out of total new residential

construction in Saskatchewan indicates that the change

in design types rvill be very gradual.

Development of Saskatchewan's North where

residences require greater heaLing loads will be an

upward infl-uence on total residential fuel consurnption.

i^Iith no significant policy changes, fuel

conservation investments will d.epend for the mo.st

part upon the extent of cost saving incentives for

residence owners as heating fuel prices rise. The

average income available for invesLment in conservatj-on

and the application of building standards (which are

currently being discussed) wí11 also influence heating

fuel conservation in the residence.



CHAPTER V

POLICY ALTERNATIVES

5.1 Obiectivæ and Qualifications Regarding Chapter

This chapter discusses the ad'vantages and

disadvantages of alternative policy directions in regard

to the allocation and conservation of residential heating

fuels

The author admits that there are future economS-c,

technical and political uncertainties which may affect

the comparative rnerits of these policies. National and

inLernational uncertainties are serious irnpediments to

the recomrnendation policies in the future. PoIitica]

uncertainties are one of the most serious ímpediments to

the recofitmendation of policy at the provincíal level,

particularlv in regard to energy. There must be recognition

of the fact that uncertain international and natíonal

events, which are out of control of the provínce's sphere

of influence, wil-I affect energy supply and d.emand wíthin

the provincer âS well as influencing other aspects of the

provincial economy" NeverLheless, the author believes that

there is a present neecl. for clear and concise provincial

energy policies which also possess, at tfre same time, a

necessary degree of flexibilitY-

119
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The policy alternatives tisted are not intended.

to be exclusive and, in fact, the Government of

Saskatchewan may regard alternatives as being more

general or Inore detailed than those listed here-

Nevertheless, in light of the d.iscussion in the

previous four chapters of this report, the distinctions

mad.e here among general policy directions appeared to

be meaningful.

Al-location and conservation policy alternatives

are kept separate, but it should be noted that .these
areas are interrelated. The economic and technical

feasibility, for examPle, of using energy sources such

as solar energy for residential heating is dependent

upon the average residence heat load reguired which is,

in turn, influenced by conservation measures.

5.2 Allocation Poticy Alternatj-ve One: No Significant

Future allocation under this alternative was

discussed in Chapter IV.

Relative prices of heating fuel would change,

but natural gas would remain the lowest-cost fuel

(except for wood and coal) for at least five or ten years.

The gas system would not be extended to new communitíes,

but nevr subdivisions would be connected'in communities

which are already part of the system.
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There would be a gradual movement towards

electric heating in rural (non-gas distribution) areas,

the rate of which would depend upon relative fuel

prices, the availability of funds for investment in

conversion, and the increase in the housing stock.

The use of oil, kerosene and propane for heating

would decline at a slow to mod.erate rate.

Advantages of Allocation Policy
Alternative One

(a)

Saskatchewan has substantial reserves

of coal for generating the electricity rèquired

for increased electric heating. Electric

heating growth would likely be slow enough

to províde the tead 'time necessary for capacity

expansion of both generation and dist.ribution.

In addition, it would be easier and less

expensive for S.P.C. to provide electricity

for space heating rather than has been the

experience with residential electrícity supplied

for other home appliances since daily heating

load factors are more even (in spíte of the fact

that resÍdential heating would add. to the

seasonal peak).

A gradual transítion to electric heating

in rural areas and continuation-of natural gas

supply in urban centres would ,rot ,r.tarrfy

obligate residence owners to make large
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expenditures on new heating systems over a

short terrn period as might occur in the case

of other policies.

In addition, this alternative relies

on known technology. The methods and costs

of heating with natural gas and electricity

are rvell understood.

Disadvantages . of Allocation Pol-icy
Alternative One

(b)

Acceptance of this alternative means

large quantities of natural gias would continue

to be consumed in residential heating. The

opportunity cost of using gas for this purpose

is not having it available for consumptíon at

a later date and not being able to use it in

certain industries where its productive value

may be higher. If supplies of natural gas

diminish in the future and then it becomes

necessary to switch to an alternative' more

abundant fuel, there may be social and economic

dislocaLions associated v¡ith this rapid

conversion.

The declining block tariff used for

electricity pricing can result in misallocation

of resources in the Saskatchewan economy.

Economic theory shows that prices must approximate

marginal production costs if resources are to be
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optimally allocated. An optimal marginal cost

pricing structure means that " the cost to any

consumer of changing the level or pattern of

his consumption equals the cost to the

electricity supply ind.ustry of his doing so" .l

Retention of the declining block tariff means

that marginal cost pricing is not approximated.

The cost of electric heating comes in at the

lowest price block in the tariff where the

consumer can increase his consumption at

constant costs per kWh even though marginal

production costs are rising for the utility

as capacity expands.

As more electricity is consumed in

electrically heated residences and generation,

transmission and distribution expansion costs

mount for S.P.C., revenues from rates will have

to be raised. Assuming that a declining block

tariff símilar to that used at present is

retained, overall resídential electricity rates,

including the run-off rate, will have to be

increased to meet new total revenue additions

attributable to space heating. Non-electric

heating customers wiIl be required to pay more

1- Ralph Turvey, optimal Pricing and rnvestment
in Electriclty Suppfy:

S,
TgEeJ , p. eo.
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for the electricity they consume in the higher

price blocks of the tariff. Heating customers,

on the other hand, will not have a strong incen-

tive to conserve electricity since the incremental

k!^lh ' s they consume will be at constant costs -

The dectining block tariff, under the above

circurnstances, can be regarded as a type of

income redistribution frorn non-electric heating

custorners to electric heating customers of
)s.P"c. -

Reasonabt¡¿ targe quantities of kerosene

and tight fuet oil would continue to be used

under this policy alternative. An important

opportunity cost associated with using petroleum

products for s.r>ace heating is the value foregone

in not being able to use them as fuel in

agriculture or in transportation at a later

date. There does not appear to be anlz oetroleum

substitutes in aqricultural production which are

economically or technicalll' feasible at present'

Saskatchewan also has a much less densel¡z

distributed population than most other provinces

)' This consequence may or mav not be considered'
as a disadvantage. It is listed as a di'sadvantage here
because the Poplar River Project Stud-y Board cl-aimed
that S.P.C. should not be expected to play a significant
role in income redistribution in the province. See
Report of The Board of Inquiry Into The Poplar River
i
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in Canada. Intercommunity transportation will

contribute to a high non-substitutable demand
.>

for oetroleum in future transnortaLion.'

I.lithout a clear policy statement on

desirable end use allocation of heating fuels,

consumers will be unaware of the fuel type which

is to their long-term benefit .t-o have -i-nstalled

in their residence or to know when to convert

to a different fuet type. In new residences it

will often be the builder rqho makes the fuel

choice and his decision will more often be with

lowest first cost rather than lowest life cycle

owning and operating costs.

5.3 Allocation Policy Alternative Two: Electric Heating

Under this al-ternative the government would

actívely influence new heating installations and con-

versi.ons to el-ectric heating in local-ities which are

not part of the existing natural gas system. One, or a

combination of, the follovring strategies would be used to

induce more electric heating: preferential electricity

pricing, regulation, Ioans, grants. Expansion of the

3 th" economics of substitution away from
petroleum use in transportation appear to be more
favourable in areas of greater urban densities than
Saskatche\^/an. In large urban areas electrif ication
of fixed path transportation and use of more effícient
storage batteries in powering electric private
vehicles may become feasible in the future.
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system to new subdivisions would beexisting gas

halted.

(a) Advantages of Allocation Policy
Alternative Two

l'{ore petroleum products and liquified

petroleum gases v¡ould be savecl for future use

or for allocation to agriculture or transpor-

tation.

The grovrth in consurnption of natural

gas for residential heating would be slowed

down or stopped, nermitting supplies of this

fuel to be availabl-e for future use in the

residential or in other sectors.

Residents of rural- areas who heat theír

homes with electricity would be assured of a

secure, high ouality fuel' possibly at a lower

price

Since S.P.C. would distribute electricity

for this purpose, it r¿ill- be easíer to regulate

prices so that they v¡il1 be in line with other

government objectives when this is desirable.

Disadvantages of Allocation Policy
Alternative Tr'¡o

(b)

A rapid transition to electric heating

in non-gas areas rvould necessitate additional

generation and distribution capacity. The lead

time required (about five years in the case of
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coal thermal olants) from the initial olanning

stage to the install-ed caoacity might make this
policv difficult to achieve over the short term.

Capital requirements for nev¡ generation caoacíty

and for rebuilding the rural distribution slzstem

to handle the much-increased electric load. would
¿,also be verlr large.'

Electricity raLes would have to rise

as capacity expands Lf S.P.C. is to meet its

total- revenue requirements. The Government of

Saskatchewan could adopt one out of several

¿= A means of slowing dor^¡n oeak demand attríbutable
to electric heating might be to rnake the use of off-peak
furnaces an economic r:roposition to rural customers.
S.P.C. has a patent on such a furnace, but as yet no
Canadian manufacturer has been found to make this furnace
available to the public. However, certain limitations
to their widespread use exist:

(a) off-oeak furnaces would not conserve energy
and, in Saskatchewan, vrhere much of the
power is thermalllz generated' not as great
an advantage would resul-t as in provinces
where base load nuclear or hyd,ro generation
predominated;

(b) capital costs ($3,500 and uorvards) of of f-
peak furnaces would not be cornpetitive with
capital costs of conventional heating units
although, âs a rural- line's capaci-ty is
approached, Lhe installatioii of a few off-
peak units may be the lorvest cost solu'bion
overall; and

(c) there is a limit to st.aging of off-peak
furnaces since they need to be turned on
for about I hours per day.
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becoming an
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to keep electric heating costs from

excessive burden to rural residents

these have certain disadvantages:

if the declining block tariff were

designed so that electric heating

and natural gas heatíng costs vTere

rouqhly equal (i.e., a lorv run-off

rate for electricitv), non-electric

heating cusLomers of S.P.C. v¡ou1d

have to pay consiclerablY more for

household electricity consurnption

than would otherv¡ise be the case

(see Allocation Policy Alternative

One) t oY

the qovernment might decide to give

Cirect subsidies to rural electric

heating customers or to keeP down

rates by financing S.P.C.'s capacity

expansions out of general government

revenues.

(i)

(ii)

A rapid electric heating expansion would

mean that rural customers would have to make

large investments in heating system conversions

or else the government would have to make

substantial subsidies avai lable ior this r:urÐose.
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Also associated with rapid electric

capacity expansion are potentially adverse

environmental impacts such as the following:

environmental damage through
strip-mining

air and water pollution

flooding of biologically productive
valleys

land and. wild.life habitat damage
through construction of electric
transmission corridors

5-4 Allocation Polic Alternative Three: Diversified
Allocation

Under this policy alternative, it would be

assumed that the residential heating market was complex

and differentiated enough that different types of fuels

or heating methods might have advantages over offers in

different parts of the market.

Allocation decisions would be made following a

study which examined in det.ail the lowest heating cost

methods which will result over a 10 or 15 year period

for differenL groups of residences. Departments and

agencies such as S.P.C., the Saskatchewan Housi-ng

Corporation (S.H.C. ), Saskatchewan Department of

Mineral Resources (o.¡t.R.), the Saskatchewan Research

Council (S.R.C.), and Planning and Research, Executive

Council, could be invotved in such a study. The

study would:
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(I) Categorize saskatchewan residences along such lines

as existing heating fuel, urban or rural, distance

from generation facilities or fuel distribution

centre, heating load, density of other residences

at immediate and intermediate distances' etc'

(2) Examine various fuels and determine which ones

would be lowest cost over a 10 or 15 year period

based on shadow price=s of fuel and appropriate

interest rates. Atl energy sources, including

renewable energy, would be considered'

(3) Develop a plan for fuel allocation based on heating

costs, but also with consideration of any social,

economic, environmental, or administrative

constraints which might apply. Pubtic discussion

of the plan could be beneficial at this stage'

Allocatj_on policy would also be co-ordinaLed

with other ímportant policy considerations such

as rural- revitalizaLion. The more experimental

fuels may require the use of pilot projects

before decisions can be made in regard to them.

5 ,htdo* prices, âs the term is used here,
means that prices would be based on long-run
incremental productj-on costs (thus, taking account
of resource scarcity) and the premium qualities of
various heating fue1s.
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(a) Advantages of Allocation Po1icy
Alternative Three

The policy would consider all alternatives

and come up with conclusions which are much more

economicatty, socially and environmentally sound

over a longer term period.

Co-ordÍnation with other government

policy initiatives is more feasible under this

alternative.
There would also be more scope for public

involvement in decision-making' hopefully

leading to a greater public understanding of

the necessity of fuel price increases and a

greater realization of the importance of making

the right decisions about the heating systems in

the residence.

(b)

Diversified allocation would be more

complex to administer than r^¡ould be the case

if the large majority of heating requirements

were filIed by electricity and natural gas

supplied by S"P,C.

The study would be costly-'and require a

consíderable amount of time befÖre recommen-

dations are formulated. Consumer fuel choices

may continue in the meantime which result in
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overall economic inefficiency and. in

inequitable annual heating cosLs for the

consumer.

Since pilot projects would likeIy be

required to assess the use of heating sources

such as solar and biomass, it woul-d be some

time before these could significantly influence

the residential heating market.

It may also be difficult to determine

shadow prices, appropriat.e interest rates and.

to collect the necessary housing characterístícs

to be used in such a study.

Feasible alternatives for the second major

component of a resj-dential- heating policy

conservation -- will norv be outlined.

5.5 Conservation Policy Alternative One: No
-

I,7ith this policy alternative, increasing fuel

prices would be considered a sufficient incentive to

ind.uce the existing residence owner to undertake or to

invest in conservation measures. Fuel prices would

not, however, be specifically designed to encourage

conservation in various portions of the heating fuel

market. It would also be assumed that buyers of new

residences would become more interested in energy

efficient designs and in increased insulation levels as

fuel costs become a larger part of annual income.
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Advantages of Conservation Policy
Alternative One

As demonstrated in Chapter II' a strong

financial incentive already exists in Saskatchewan

to greatly increase insulation of existing houses

and houses under construction and to opt for other

energy conservation features in the residence.

Consumers will become more aware of this

incentive as heating fuel-s annually increase

in price at a rate higher than average annual

personal income increases.

Another advant.age is that the adminis-

trative cosLs of a conservation program for

residentj-a1 heating can be avoided or lowered

considerably if market prices of fuel-s are relied

upon as Lhe key incentive for conservation. In

addition, the consumer is completely free to

make whatever amount of investment (including

no investment whatsoever) he wishes in conser-

vation features of his home and heating system.

(b) Disadvantages of Conservation Policy
Alternative One

Many consumers are not at the present

time aware of the fuel cost savi.ngs they can

achieve through increasing insu'lation and

undertaking other conservation measures in

the home. Therefore, the fuel cost incentive
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itself will not Iikely induce a very rapid.

response in consumer selection of optimum

insul-ation and efficient design features in

new residences or in re-insulation activities

by orvners of ol-der residences. Heating f uel

will continue to be wasted during at least

the short-term future.

Furthermore, incentivesbased. on future

operating cost savings will be effective only

insofar as it is the owner of a resídence rvho

can make decisions about conservation features

at the time the residence is being constructed.

If the practice continues whereby the buil-der,

whose main interest is the sales potential and

the first cost of a residence, makes a large

proportion of the decisíons about conservation

features, then new houses are not likely to

approach optimum heating efficiency.

5.6 Conservation Policy Alternative Twoj Finqncial
ttÀdveiti=jttg-g¡q- "

Under this policy alternative, low cost loans

which could be paid back by installments on the monthly

electrical bill coul-d be provided for increasing

insulation. Alternatively, homeowner grants could be

used for this purpose. In addition, advertising would

highlight the benefits of residential conservation

measures of all types.
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A counsellíng service in S.P.C. or in

another government agency or department could

advise individual homeowners on appropriate

conservation measures for their type of

residence and expected costs

(a)

A substantial reduction in heating fuel

requirements of existing residences could occur

as re-insulation activities and other measures

such as double or triple-glazing of windows

made possible through homeowner grants or loans

proceeded. Because of counsetling and

advertising, public awareness of savings

through conservation could make house buyers

demand new residences which are more energy

efficient; builders could respond to these

consumer demands in designing new residences-

In addition, residence ovTners would have

an incentive to design their orvn home conser-

vation plans in order to qualify for loans or

grants resulting in the reduction of operating

costs of their heating systems. Counsellors

could assist in the design of conservation

plans

Advantages of Conservation Policy
Alternative Two
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Consumers could save on operating costs

while some fuel supplies (which otherwise would

have been consumed) couId. be saved for future

use in the residential or in other sectors.

Not as much investment by S.P.C. would have to

be made in increasing the capacity of the

distríbution system where electricity heating

is being used.

(b) Disadvantages of Conservation Policy
Alternative Two

If loans or grants were made available

to all residence owners in the province, the

costs of such a program might be very large.

Heavy administrative costs for residential

inspections and counselling could also be a

considerable disadvantage. If S.P.C. were to

administer this program it may lead to financial

problems for S.P.C. over the short run,

Care would also be required to ensure that

loans or grants were large enough to make an

effective difference in the amount of

re-insulation activities and in the adoption

of other conservation measures by consumers in

the province. fn other v¡ords, low cost loans

or grants should not simply subsidize homeowners

rvho would have invested in conservation measures

in the-absence of the incentives provided by the
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program. The planning and administration of

the program could, therefore, be a complex

matter if its fuel conservation objectives

are to be effectivelY achieved.

5.7 Conservation Policy Alternative Three: Reliance

In this case building standards and regulat'ions

dealing with efficiency requirements for residential

heating systems would be relied upon as the major

aspect of conservation policy in Saskatchewan

Assuming that the Building Code of Canada wi1l,

in the near future, incorporate some thermal efficiency

requirements for residential_ buildings, saskatchewan

could decide to enforce the Code throughout' the

province. Alternatively, Saskatchewan could develop

its own building code or separately legislate specific

thermal efficiency requirements for new construction.

In fact, the possibility of establishing a provincial

building code was being discussed by departments and.

agencies of the Government of Saskatchewan in 1976.

(a) Advantages of Çonse.rvation-PoIicy
Alternative Three

This is the most effective measure that

could be taken to ensure that residences to be

constructed wiIl be more energy- efficient-

Codes could also be designed to reflect an

informed vier^rpoint of the majority of new

house buyers on the incremental amounts they
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would be willing and. abl-e to pay for increased

energy efficiency of the residence this would

resolve the problem discussed earlier of the

lack of effective communication between the

house buyer and. the builder.

Regardless of any other conservation

program implemented, the Government of

Saskatchewan should contemplate introducing

a code for new residential construction with a

thermal efficiency component

(b) Disadvantages of Conservat.ion Polícy
Alternative Three

There are a number of d.isadvantages to

a policy alternative where conservation is made

dependent upon standards or legislation to the

exclusion of other program initiatives.

Standards would noi likely apply to

existing houses. Many rural resid.ents of

Saskatchewan live in older homes, where heating

costs are a substantial burden. A policy

dependent on standards rvould not, therefore,

help equalize annual heating costs in the

province.

In addition, consumers would not have a

personal incentive to conserve énergy under

this policy alternative. Given the precedents

for such standards el-sewhere (i.e., ontario),
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ít would also be unlikely that conservation

features such as the orientation of the

residence, amount and d.irection of window

space, tree shelter, etc., rvould be included

in building standard.s.

The inspection cost of residences under

construction is also a factor to be considered

in implementing a building code.

5.8 Conclusion to Chapler V

Chapters T to fV of the practicum demonstrate

that there are large benefits for both the individual

heating fuel consumer and for the Province of

Saskatchewan as a whole if heating fuels are judiciously

selecLed by consumers, efficientty and equitably allocated

by government, and if consumers are induced. to conserva-

tively use these fuels. Chapter V discusses the advantages

and disadvantages of three feasible policy alternatives

for each of the allocation and. conservation components

of a comprehensive residential heating policy.

It is to be noted that the policy alternatives

are not intended to be exclusive of each other- Ït

does appear, however, that the difference of emphasis

embodied in each of the various policy alternatives is

a useful method of discussing the parameters of decision-

making in this complex area. Obviously, more detailed

analysis of alternatives is required before a policy

decision can be made bv the Government of Saskatchewan.
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Regardless of what decisions are made,

residential heating is certain to becorne a greater

public issue in the future than it has been in the

past. It is fortunate that many options to meet

future requirements and to reduce rvaste are

available.



APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY OF TERI\4S AND ABBREVIATIONS

Terms

Average Cost Pricing: Unit pricing is based on total
production costs dividetl by the number of units
produced.

British Thermal Unit: The amount of heat. required to
raise the ternperature of one pound of water one
degree Fahrenheit.

Degree Days: For each day there are as many degree
d.ays aé there are "r' difference between 65oF and
the mean temperature for the 24-hour day when the
l-atter is below 65oF.

Design Temperature Difference: The difference between
the outdoor temperature and the indoor temperature
for which the heating systen of a residence is
designed. The design temperature difference used
in this report is 100"F (70"F indoor, -30oF outdoor).

Design Type: Distinguishes single detached dwellings
from various tlzpes of multi-unit drvellings.

Dwelling: Structurally separate set of living quarters
with a private entrance from outside or inside the
building (i.e., entrance is not through someone
else's living quarters) .

Heating Load: The number of BTU's required for delivery
from the burner unit to maintain the temperature of a
resid.ence at a designated leve1 over a heating season.

Household: l-97I Census definition used, where a house-
hotd consists oE a r:erson or group of Þersons
occupying one dwellinq. For the purposes of the
practicum, it can be assumed that there is a
one-to-one relationship between households and
occupied dwellings.

141
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Load. Factor: The average use of facilities as a
percentage of maxinium use,

Marginal Cost Pricing: Pricing at a level where the
cost to any consumer of changing the quantity
consuned of. a good equals the cost to the producer
of this change in quantity demanded.

Price Elasticity: The percentage change in quantity
demanded of a good resulting frorn a 1å change in the
price of the good.

Replacement Dwellings: The annual number of new dwelling
completions which are equal to the number of dv¡ellings
which have been abandoned or d.estroyed each year.
Total completions replacements = net additions
to housing stock.

Residence Heat Utilization Efficiency: The effíciency
at which chemical energy of fuel delivered to the
burner is used in the residence. fnefficiency in the
burner, heat loss up the chimney and heat loss through
infiltration are included in the calculations.

Retrofit: Used in two senses: (a) replacement. of an
existing heating system with a different type of
system or one that uses a different fuel; or
(b) adding insulation to an existing residence.

Rural Non-Farm Drvellings (1971 , 1966, 1961 Census
definitions) : Dweltings in rural localiEieE-which
are not classified as census forms. Rural localities
are areas other than incoroorated cities, tovlns or
villages rvith poputations of 1,000 or more,
u:ri.ncorporated places r'¡here population is at least
11 000 persons per square mile t or fringes of urbanized
areas. Census farm dwel-lings are located on at least
Ir 000 acres of land. where at least $50 of agricultural
production occurred within a year previous to census
day.

Thermal Resistance: The amount of resistance to heat
transfer offered by one square foot of construction
material or air space of given thickness for a design
temperature dj-fference of 1oF. The resistance (R)
is the reciprocal of thermal conductivity (u).
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Abbreviations

ASHRÀE: American Society of Heating, R.efrigerating and
Air Conditioning Engineers

BCF: Bill-ions of cubic feet
BTU: British Thermal Units

CMHC: Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation

CSA: Canadian Standards Association

EMR: DepartmenL of Energy, Mines and Resources,
Government of Canada

HUDAC: Housing and Urban Development Association of
Canada

kI.Ih: Kilowatt hours

MCF: Thousands of cubic feet
NEB: National Energy Board

NEMA: National Electrical Manufacturers Association

R: Thermal resistance

SPC: Saskatchev/an Power Corporation

U: Thermal conductivity
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APPENDIX B

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER ÏI

Assumptions Used in the Derivation of TqÞIe- l¿
Section 2.2

House Síze

Thermal Resistance
valuesl

Location

Design TemPerature
Differences

Not Included

Regina rural (f0800
degree days)

L,200 square foot bungalow

r,va1Is Rl2
ceiling R20
basement wa1ls R7

100"F

Ancillary costs such as
fan operation and
storage tank rentals
are not included in
estimates

The Business Division of the Electrical system,

S.P.C., provided both prices and annual heating cost

estimates that are used in Section 2.2- The following

formula adapted f rom c. s. A. c273.1-l-971-, Planning Guide

for Residential Electric Heating was used by s.P.c. ín

calculating annual heating costs:

1 Levels presently recommended by the canadian
Standard.s associãtion, Planning-Guidq fof. Electflc
ieating, C273.1-tg7L. ffiwriting this 

,report, a revision of this document ivith higher levels
of- insulation rvas exoected in the near future'

L44
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Annual Heating Costs =

Heat Load x Deqree Davs x C x Rate

The heat load is a function of the efficiency

of fuel use at the burner, heat loss up the chimney

(where applicable), the area of the residence, the

resistance value of the walls, windows and ceilings,

and the number of air changes per hour.

C is an experience factor related to the number

of hours per day that heat is required and which is

dependent upon the outside te¡nperatltre, the wind

strength, pâssive solar heat gain and ambient heat

gain. S.P.C. generally uses a C value of IB.

Relative annual costs of oil and electric heating

were different in the S.P.C. calculations than they turned

out to be when the author apolied the American Society of

Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers

(ASIIRAE) formulae in Section 2.9 of this report. In the

latter case, oi1 heating costs were relatively higher

than electric heating costs.

Conversions used in Tab1e 1 are as follows:

1 million BTU's:6 gallons of heating oil = 9 gallons

of proparre = 293 kilowatt hours = 1 l"lCF of natural gas.

There is a considerable difference of opinion

about the average efficiency of energy utilization in

the residence where heat loss up the chimney is a

factor to be included in residence heat loss calculations.
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Some articles have argued that heat utilization

effíciency for natural gas systems are as fol as 402

whi-l-e oil furnaces are 5% to 10å lower than this.2

fn other cases, it is assumed that' overall heating

efficiencies of gas or oil furnaces can be as high
.>

as 752.' The 4Oz to 70% range included in Table I is

where estimates usually appear. fn heat l-oss calcu-

Iations used further on ín the report, a 60% efficiency

of utitization is assumed for fossil fuel heating

systems. In this case, it is assumed that the heating

units are the more efficient, newer types and that they

are properly maintained and not oversized fot the

residence described in the example.

8.2 Assumptions of Section 2.5

To derive typical expenditures on heating fue1s,

the author had. to make sone assumptions about the

average size of d.weltings that would be owned by

individuals of various income leve1s. Larger iiwellings,

of course, have higher heating load.s if the same amount

of insulation is present in both. unfortunately, the

author was unable to locate any survey data to relate

2 S"" Paul H. RickerL, "The True Facts About
Flame Heating system Efficiencies", Electric Heating
Journal; and R. L. Dunning, "Furnace-Bfficiency
VãTÏãETons Explained", Electrical World," (February 1,
L974), pp. 60-62.

..>
' Dr. D. Stephenson of the National Research

Council, for expanrple, uses a 752 efficiency rate for
oit and gas heat.ing systerns in his calculations-
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these two variables. The alternatives then were to
forego this type of analysis, to make some guesses

about house size as rel-ated to incomer or to correlate
house size v¡ith its market value (where income information
ís available). The latter arternative v¡as chosen. rt
should be recognized, however, that annual heating

costs are very approximate.

L97I Census data was consulted for the relation-
ship of average income of household head to value of
dwelling during Ig7O.4 These figures were then

projected to I976 assuming an average annual increase

in average income of 104 and an annual increase in the

value of the d.welIing of 152. ft was then assumed that,
over a range of B increasing income averages, houses

would increase by roughly I50 feet for each income

level. Sizes were esti¡nated by judging that the value

of a ne\.^r L,200 square foot dwelling (of Table 1) would

be closer to a 1976 mean value of $48.700 than it woutd

be to $36,500 or $67,000. A head of household house

size curve was then plotted (see figure B-Ì).

4 Stati=tics Canada, Households: Incomes of
Household Heads Shorving Dlvelling Characteristics,
I97I Census of Canada, 93-711, Vol. II, part 1,

7g-5.
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FTGURE B-]-

ESTIII¿,TED SIZE OF RESIDENCE BY
AVERAGE INCOI'{E OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD
IN SASKATCHEI.IAN, L9?6
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It was estimated that 7.5 million BTU's would

be required to heat each additional 100 sguare feet

as the residence size increased upwards from 500 square
tr

feet.' Heating costs were then based on Table 1, with

prices as of September 1, I976, I00% efficiency for

electric heating, and 60e" efficj-ency for heating with

oil or gas.

8.3 Assumptions of Section 2.6

No reliable data was available on the average

cost of instalted gas heating systems for different

sizes of houses. The Saskatchewan Housing Corporation

provided one cost estimate which they believed was a

I976 competitive price for a L,064 square foot residence.

On the basis of this estimate, it was assumed that an

installed gas furnace in a L,200 square foot house

would cost $1,100 and that for each house size by 100

foot increments larger, the capital cost would be an

addiLional $100. Houses smaller than I,200 square feet

would have capital costs for installed gas furnaces that

decreased by $.100 per 100 sguare feet up to a minimum of

$800. These estimates were regarded as sufficient for

derivation of typical costs since an error of $100 in

the $1,100 estimate for the L,200 square-foot house,

' Tn Section 2.L2, a figure of 6 million BTU's
for each additional 100 square feet is estimated, but
the house used as an example in Section 2.12 had R7
more insulation in the ceiling than does the house in
this example (accounts f.or the higher figure here).
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for example, would only result in a 3eó error in total

annual heating costs and only a 0.I% error in the final

graohed as a percentage of income figure-

The same estimated house sizes as used in

Section 2,5 (see 8.2) for a range of income from

$5,000 to $20,000 were used in this section- Capital

costs for the installed gas heating system in :..976

dollars were determined for each case. Annual capital

costs were then determined for the heating system by

multiplying by the capital recovery factor which

involved a 103 interest rate over a l6-year period of

time (the asuRAE minimum depreciat.ion period for gas

furnaces). Added to annual cost was a charge of $20

for the furnace fan and ventilation and a $10 charge

for maintenance of the system (it rvas assumed that

these costs woutd remain constant in L976 dollars to

19e0 ) .

To get the final figure that was graphed (Z of

income), the levelized annual total cost (composed' of

capital cost plus furnace fan and ventilation plus

maintenance) for each income level was added to annual

fuel costs for each income level (derived in Section 8.2)

that increase upwards at rates of either 2? or 6Z

annually. It is assumed that income stays constant

in l-976 dollars to 1990.
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8.4 On Adapting the HUDAC Heat Loss FiguTes to the

The table below is a comparison of thermal

resistances, air change rates and hourly heat losses

of a bungalow v¡ith lr0B0 square feet of gross liveable

area undei tivo types of insulation Ievels and' air

change rates. The first type possesses insulation

levels which were typical until L975, while the second

type is that which was recommended for 1976 by HUDAC-



R Valuer Ceiling

R Va1ue, Ext'erior Inialls

R Va1ue, Basement Walls
Above Grade

Air Changes/Hour

Tota1 Heat Loss

CoMPARATIVETHERMALRESISTANCE'AIRCHA}ÍGE'
HEAT LOSS FOR 1,080 SQUARB FOOT (I)
(GROSS LTVEARLE AREA) RESTDENCE

IIeat Loss at 72oE TemPerature
Difference (TD) 42'624 BTUh or L2'49 kWh

(I) r Source:

ical Until 1975

HUDAC, A Buil-der's Guid'e to Energy Conservation'
(Toronto, I976)

Rl0

Rt0

F.2.23

.5/hour

592 BTU,/oF/hour

Recommended Levels

R31. 25

RI6.13

RI0 " 20

"25/hour

295 B'[lJ/oF/hour

2L,240 BTUh or 6.22 kwh

I

H
ul
Ìv

I
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Using these figures, the probable annual fuel

consumption can be calculated according to the ASHRAE

formula:

I,'=UxHLxDxCf

where:

F - annual fuel consumPtion

iJ = euântity of fuel used per degree day

HL = heat foss at the design temperature
per hour

D = annual degree days

Ct = temperature correction factor6

If the residences in question were located in

the Regina rural area, the following results occur in

the case of natural gas and oil-:

TYPICAI COSTS UNTTL T975

Natural Gas oil

U = .00572 therms (at U = .00405 gallons (at
602 efficiency) 602 efficiency)

HL = 42.624 thousancl BTU,/ HL = 42.624 thousand BTU/
hour

D : 10, 800

Cf : .768

hour

D = I0,800

c- - .768ï

F = 2022.3 therms F = 1431-8 gallons

= 202.2 MCE

6 S"" ASHRAE , Ig73 S-rzstems Handbook.
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ASHRAE does not give factors for calculation of

annual propane consumption. Horvever, Lf it is assumed

thatr oD a BTU equivalency basis, 1 galIon of heating

oil is equal to L.42 gallons of proPane, then the

annual propane consumption on the typical residence

uptoIg75is1431.8xT.42=2,o33.16gallons.The

annual cost at $.4l/gallon is $833'60'

In order to find the annual consumption of

electricity, the NEMA formula is used:

F(kI^lh) = HL x D x C

TD

Etectricity - TYPicat Until 1975

HL = 12.49 kWh
D = 10,800
C=18
TD = 100o

F (kl^lh) = 24280.6 kl^ih

cosr c $. ol8/kwh = $437-05

Annualfuelconsumptionlevelsandheatingbills

can then be calculated for the residence constructed

according to HUDAC recofitmendations merely by substituting

the lower heat loss value (2L,240 BTUh) given in the

above table in the equations used here' The final

results then appear in Table 4 of Section 2'9
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Formula for Determining Optimat Insulation

A paper of January, L976, by Dr' D' G' Stephenson

of the Nationar Research councilT gives a formura for

d.etermining optimal Ievels of thermal resistance:

Ropt

where:

constant used in degree day calculations

price of fuel

degree daYs

efficiency of heating sYstem

present worth factor (defined' below)

cost of insulation Per unít of
resistance

The present worth factor relates the rate of

interest on money invested now (determined by the

opportunity cost) in improving thermal resistances

to the increase in the price of fuel over a payback

period. Dr. Stephenson uses an interest rate on

insulation investment of l0%, an annual increase in

the price of heating fuel (electricity) of I2z (partly

inftation and partly real increase), and a payback period

L-

D=
T

D=
n
!

P=
w

B=

7 o. G. Stephenson, Division of Building
Research, National Research CounciI, P9termining
lrrã-ôãlimurn riãi*ãr-ñã=i=t""." r"t rv"m-;a n""t=,
(Ottawa, N.R.C., L9 l6) .
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of 30 years. Under these circumstances, P-- = 40.1.8
w

Althouth P__ varies slightl¡z for all fuels because
w

expecLed price increases are not the same, 40 is used

throughout in order to be conservative.

Table B-a shows the application of the formula

using prices and degree days which are appropriate

for a residence in the Regina rural area.

TABLE B-a

OPTTMUM THER}ÍAL RESTSTANCE LEVELS
TN THE REGINA RURAL AREA (FREE SPACE)

Natural Gas oil Propane Electricity

c

Pr (c/Bru)
(from Table 1)

D

P
w

B (ê)

E

Ropt

1B

.000166

10,800

40

1.3

.60

40.68

1B

.00027

10, 800

40

1.3

.60

51.88

1B

.00037

10,800

40

1.3

" 60

60.73

1B

.00053

10,800

40

1.3

t
56. 30

The

then placed

optimum thermal

in Tabl-e 5 of

resistance levels (Ropt) are

Section 2.L0.

ya
.:_
.L

per

oo_ .tsy use of the formula P = I - (1 + y)-n where
v

s an effective interest rate equal to i - x where
i+x

the nominal interest rate (10?) and x = the annual
cent íncrease in the price of fuel.



APPENDIX C

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER III

C.1 Background Information to Section 3.7

Figure C-I is a census division map for the

L97I Census upon which are superimposed percentages

of pri-ncipal heating fuel-s used in each census

division at that time.

There has been some reason to doubt the accuracy

of this information, particularly in regard to estimates

of oil, wood, electricity and coal use (in some cases

the estimates are too large). t¡Ir. Frank Showell of
the Saskatchewan Power Corporation has contacted the

officials responsible for the Census, and it has been

admitt.ed thaL some of the estimates are incorrect.
For the purposes of this report, the general

geographical features of fuel use rather than a precise

l-ist of the number of fuel users will suffice. The

author assumecl that this data would serve a useful
purpose even though it lacked. precision.
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PRINCIPAL HSIiTTNG FUELS USED IN OCCUPTED DWELLTNGS
FOR CENSUS DIVISIONS IN SASIGTCHEI{AN, 1971 (by ?)
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FTGURE C-2

THE NATURAL GAS SYSTEI'ÍI

Iegend

gas transnission line
gas fields
gas storage and

compressor

gas ccmpressor st¡.tion
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'l-Adapted from S.P.C. Annual Report, 1975.
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FTGURE C_3

THE ELECTRIC SYSTEM1

NE u
tÐ

E E
E

N

Legend
. electric trans-
mission line

ffi - ì,iorth-Saskatche-
rvan Pov¡er

ffi| - thermal porver

EI - llturnal combus-
tr-on power

E - h¡¡d.ro povrer

.--(irianitoba Hydro

fAdapted frorn SPC Annual Report , l-97 5,

..(l,lanrtoba Hydro
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FIGURE C-4
I

APPROXIIiTiATE TEIIPERATURE REGIIi]ES ll't *
SASKATCHE:tlAll

January Normal
Ùiean Daily
Temperature

( in o¡')

A - above lOoF
B - above JoF
C - above ooF
D - above -5o¡'
E - above -looF
F - above -l5o¡'
G - above -ZOoF
H above -Z5of
I - bel-ov¡ -Zsop

l*Adapted frorn J. Hov¡ard Richards and K.I.
A-blas of Saska bcherqan, ( Saskatoon: University
TçT9T,34.-TempeFãT[Fes v/ere based on recordect
betleen I92L and l-95I.

Fung, The
of Saskatchewan,
averages. r ,,



URBAN

100,000+
30, ooo - 99 ,999
19, 000 29 ,999
5,000 - 9,999
Under 5, 000

Total Urban

RURAL

Non-Farm! ,

Farm

Tota1 Rural

GRAND TOTAL

DWELLÏNGS ÏN SASKATCHEWAN, URBAN
PRINCÏPAL HEATÏNG FUELS FOR

Coal or
Coke

55

20

45

40

135

30s

TABLE C-a

\{ood

50

5

65

5

435

560

Oil or Other
Liquid Fuel

OCCUPÏED
AND RURAL

1,160
2,865

4t020

4,235

4,730
990

1,400
475

4,850

12,450

(1) Source:

Piped
Gas

1971 
(1)

5,645
4 ,385

r0,030

10, 585

7 4 ,035
g,' 790

19,465
7 ,295

22 | Bg5

L32,490

Bottled
Gas

I97L Census of Canada.

29 ,500
45 ,650

75 ,15 0

87,600

190

35

130

65

270

690

Other

1,800
120

385

65

190

2,560

20,530
995

2L ¡ 520

154, 015

2,720
4 ,345

7 t065

7,750

I

F
ot
t\)

I

295

480

770

3 r 330



TABLE C-b

STANDARDS GOVERNTNG RESIDENTIAL TNSULATTON FOR CONSTRUCTTONr1 I
FINANCED U}JDBR THE NATIONAI HOUSTNG ACT, 1954-T976 \¡/

Cod.e Date

1954

19 58

]-962

1963

1965

L967

1968

19 70

l.972
L975, (Current)

Non-Electric n values (2)

Walls

(1) Source: C.M.H.C.

(2) Includes resistance value of insulation plus construction
material. Where R values vary by degree days' 10'800 d.egree
days (Regina) is used.

(3) For gas heat priced at less than Bê per cubic foot.

Ce j-l-Íng

6.67 (3)

6.67
6 .67
9.09
10.0
L3.7

6.66
6 "66
8.33
8.33
6.67
6 .67
6 .67

11. 11

L2.s
14 .1

(both walIs
(both walls
(both walls
(both walls

Electric Heating R Values
Irlalls Ceiling

and ceiling)
and ceiling)
and. ceíling)
and ceiling)
12.5
L2.5
L2.5
t2.5
12.5
14. 0

c)

N)

lI
li

lils I
l*tlo tslry orlã ur

l*
t:
t;
lo
lo

li
lv
ito

L6 .67
L6.67
16 .67
L6.67
20.0
16. I
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The following assumptions were made in regard

to Table 9, Estimate of Occupied Dwellings in
,.=*."

(a) additional occupied dwellings since L969

are equivalent to 952 of the annual

dwelling completions;

the annual rate of new dwellings which

are replacements for destroyed or

aband.oned dwellings is 1% of the total
stock of dwel-lings;1 and

replacements occurred according to the

following proportions: 60?. from dwellings
constructed in L920 or before; 30? from

dwellings constructed between I92I and

1945; and 10å from dwellings constructed.

betrveen l-946 and 1960,

(b)

1*Although C.M. H. C. generally uses .an annual
replacement rate of 2eo, research unclertaken by planning
and Research, Executive councir of the Government of
Saskatchewan indicated that a 1U rate was moreaccurate. This trend has been projected to the yearsfollowing 1970 in Table 9. The same research alsoindicated that repïãõëd-Touses tended to be from theoldest housing stock, and this accounts for thepercentages used in (c) above.

(c)



CONSTRUCTTON PERIOD OF OCCUPTED DWELLINGS

A I1"3
B 30,0
c 36.2
D 22.5 (17

TN SASKATCHEWAN, T97L

FIGURE C-5

A - 13.5
B 29.4
f1 ?q. o
v JJ.J

D 2T.2

25.3
25.8
29 .4
19.5

(13)

A
B

D

1
10
45
42

4
7
2
(]

4 ,490

(18)

A 29-7
B 28.4
c 25.3
D L6.6

( 121

2L.4
26.3
to tr

22.8 (8)

A 16.I
B 26-9
c 34.1
D 22.9

(1s)

22 ,060

11,590

A - 3L.2
B 26.9
c 23.2
D 15.7

A B.O
B 33.5
c 37.9
D 20.6

A - 13.9
B TB.9
c 32.7
D 34. s (11)

46,355

A 32.3
B 24-A
c 29.0
D I4.7

A - 2I.L
B 2B"B
c 33.0
D 17. r (10)

16,080

A - 27.9
B 34.5
c )^ L

D - L3.2

6,660

I

H
O\
LN

I

B L9"7
c 34.5
D 30"7 (6)

52,540

A - 15.0
B - 25.7
C 36.8
D 22.s (9)

14,255

A - 33"0
B 22.5
c 24.3
D 20"2 (2)

A
B
c
D

2i
2L
29
t)

Lqg_engt

5
0
I¿

L3_¿3L

(s)

A = Constructed in 1920

lr 28.4
B I7.7
c 31.5
D - 22.4 (1)

r0 ,3o o

DD_

or before
ConsLructed betlreen
L92L ancl 1945
ConsLructed bet.tveen
l.946 ancl 1960
cons tructecl J>ettt'eenD

O=
1961 and 1971
census division
total chvellings in
census division in 1971



PERIOD OF
OCCUPIED

L66

TABLE C_C

CONSTRUCTION
DI,IELLINGS TN

OF URBAN AND
SASKATCHEWAN

-Y#ï (r)

Rura
Urban Non-Farm Rural Farm

Total Dwellings

Constructed.
1945 and Before (%)

Constructed
L946 t96o (%)

Constructed
1961 MaY 31'
L97r (%)

149,055

33

35

59,850

49

30

58,7I0

5B

29

31 2L 13

(1) Source: L97l- Census of Canada-




